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Conaressrna11 ~·/alter F1 m•;ers of Alaba:-12:
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All talking at once!
OFS - Railsback followed the questions right through, ~ann di d
something else. Why don 1 t you just start 1, 2, 3?
WF - Do you want to do it that way, or there s a couple of t hings
that I had. _I gather we'"got ol erity of tape and nathi ng
else to do unless the bells ri:ic and then 1 11 be riaht
back. There is o~e ingredient that orobably doesn t-co;;:e
up anyv,here in this thing, that is the fact of the Alabama
primary race which •;1as in the ear'ly spring of 74,
J-h:::,
---""''""v
L , __ 1c,-n'o·n 0 r. n':-, . ira..t1"on of Ma·
. ; J 7-rh
..... , ,,m1"ch
Cen t .'"JMn·gi?i.n
was two days before the first IT:Eeting of the coi111ilittee
on May 9th. I was the only member absent. It turned
out that it was the only meeting of the committee that I
was ever, absent. I remained down in Alabama throughout
the remainder of that week, I had an important, dedication,
ground-breaking of a lock and dam on the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway. Well, in that primary race last year,'~ opponent
was a woman who had run aoainst me in 1 72 from the extreme
left wing. She was an exfrem~ liberal who came out swinging
from the word go, claiming more or less that I was Mr.
Nixon's man in Alaba~a. The campaign theme that she had
was a broom.,,c.: you know, ]et 1 s clean up the mess in
Washington -and sweep.i ng ~ t up. " Let I s 'sweep out the o1d
and sv,eep in '-the · new. Fl owe rs is Nixon I s good right hand
man in Alabama and he is an ultra conservative and he is
just like Nixon and that crowd and we want to aet rid of
him,or for impeachment now:' Later on t ~ after the
vote, s-he.usai.d, wel--'14----af:ter the fkt, she said, 11 ! was
for it all along, he didn't need all that other stuff.
Running in Alabama and in the primary a-gai~st Rle in 72 .1'¥-v-aRd joi;; tRat rioi11t got about 35-36% of the vote. ii:r::tae /
~ - -Uee support ce~ frgm a Jo+ of black vetes in-~ ~ t m t ·.,'1ieh~urse-=1cs W%. ~i!MS€c~he keot
peppering away at me and it was almost , it '!Jas like a
design to make me declarE on the issue of imoeachme~t.
That became the only issue, how do you stand on Nixon?
Most times in an election like that, you could throw a
bone out there and/or come out either ha~y in support
of the major propositio~ the opponen~1 you co~ld cut
the legs out from und2r·~ you know. But this was
~ t what she wanted me to do, there was no other issue.
1
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WF · - Flmvers ough t to impeach that so-and-~.~ ~Jr~jdent . . If
I'd said I 1 m for impeachment, then she ~·mu1a'1fave had to
~et11a,Uy withdraw from the race. Th~t was just the way
it got to be. My \vife reminded me of this ·at ~- time= I 1u.:..eJJA;:iJ!,<.../
ste3a,e,,!! out=doil9~ tl+is and she said be sure and mention ~- - v ~
the primary. Now it I s one of those things that had escaped
my mind, but in retrospection, it's orobably one of those
things that made me so steadfast in refusing to declare.
wa.. tsis. I think be{:aus e she '.'ias so adamant to ~ake me
declare that I just couldn't conceive of a declaration before
all the facts were in . a ~ jaw, .1t became alr::-0st a moral
co;;-.rnit:TT:ent that r would not declare, r wouTd refuse myself
the luxury of even halfway fanning a judgment ' until I
had everything in front of me. And that I s what I said
during the campaign and it stayed with me, the conviction
that I had to stay in the middle until the end.

n

DFS - Did she have any different conment after your vote, that
Saturday night?
WF

- Oh, it was just that I was a fraud and that I didn't need
all that evidence, just really sour grapes. There was
one other sort of prelimiary area of interest in my district
that attracted some attention. ans. lie had an NBC ere\~ come
down to Alabama .in the spring-time before we really got
involved. They got with me a couple of days, trotting
around my district, the newsman covering it was Steve
Delaney. He went to a few of the small towns, just a
typical cross-section, that's what he wanted and that's
what we gave him there, where I'd meet with various people
and I think that he became really _-~onvinced in his own
mind that there's no way Flowers~ going to vote for
impeachment. NBC did thi~ with Delaney earlier on and then
they prepared to track·' ~ after we had voted to see the
change from ITl'J district; they had a crew down there during
the week after the committee activity,J..P.,, ~uly and early
August. Then all of this washed out ~tfie resignation
came in the second week of August and instead of a long -run
on Broadway, we had a short one. I know when I first
more or less presented myself to the public, after the
end of the inquiry it was at home and I had a press conference in Tuscalo~s?J] the Federal Building where my
office is located.~ ~onday following the completion
of the co1T1T1ittee activityfj had a press conference.aa6
that was the same day as the revelation of the June 23rd
tape came out. My press conference was in the a.m. and
that hit the . new;in the afternoon.~1ftat press conference
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WF - was old by the time that hit bec2use it was all ave~. It
almost became inevitable that he resign and when that
hit the news, I think everybody began talking about what
was going to happen in the Senate trial. I know in the
press conference one of the major things they wanted to know
was I likely to be one of the ~ouse managers and would I
accept such a designation by the Chainnan. Of course, I
didn't know if I was likely to be one, but I advised that
I was, of course, willing to s~rve should I be chosen.
DFS - · In this connection, I know th~t on about the 6th of August,
the Alabama Journal, in Mr;ntgome-r.1, said "Possibly F1owers
pushed the first rock that started the avalanche that
bureid the President."
WF . - I remember that myself, you had it in the composite there,

I think that if anything the question had got jumped on
in an unusual way on me because the local media, as well
as the national media, began focusing earlier on who might
be the Democrats who would do othert1ise and who might be
the Republicans who might vote for imoeachment. And it
became clear earlier, that you're dealing with 10 or 11
people at the most who would make the difference. I think
the ones who were sure to vote for impeachment were there
and weren't going to change •. I don't care whr.?ahappened,
even ij the Lord had come down in the morning
ichard
Nixorr wouldn't have mattered. By the same to en, you
weren 1t going to change Chuck Sandman no matter what the
evidence showed. You had tg,ose o~~~ who -M'd for various
reasons~ thought we we~-fai)-~ N;Jw I'm very frank,
that youtfe't conditioned ~ t o make c\.iu,qgri,ent until it
becomes necessary to make D. Judgment.~gnt a way of
putting it down where I come from, J'O:l:l tffl11t" to stay in the
forks of the tree 11as lono as vou · can. Mavbe the old barkina
dog wi 11 go away or something~. Maybe you~ won't have to
~
declare. Some of my people were for Nixon and some were
against him, and ·'I 'm for my people: It became 12ltj t 1-y
evident that there were 10 or 11, give or take a few, who
were going to make a difference, the ones that hadn't
declared. And I think we became more interesting to the
press becau~;~~of.,l}~p~t. It was not our intention to do that
way, but w e ~ avoid the attention we:::@Ct and the Alabama
press became very interested because I don't think there had
ever been an occasion where there had been a ~
Representative from Alabama b • I en thrust on the national
scene like I \'1as. I think they were enjoying it a little
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HF - bit and they didn't know very rr'UCh about me. I ~ never
run for anything except the Congress and I was relatively
ne\-1; · I w~u.~my third term : and a11 these things kind of
built up .i,Qrwhat~ Flowers';§oing to do and \!)~9-§ .1 kind of
natural that ihe )'"1!!!i!rs, you know a lot of -~ t a t e
pride. / I didn't discourage that e ~ didn't deny
it. I think that all of us &'4it.. One thinq
too, I think my staff did for ~e, they were great throughout
the whole thing, most of them were fairly on edge, particularly
my staff in 'Alabama, because t hey felt~ if I '!Oted
for imoea.chment that it was the political end. Pa r ticularlv
my senior s t a f f ~ Alabama, he is a gentler.:cm by the·
name of Andrew '
; he comes from a small rural county,
that conservative area, Mixon country. His closer circle
of acquaintances, I mean~ real Nixon die-hards, pa~t:22la?ly
Q.i.¥lh m1 • l.h::i s "IJ tFI d lle--?t ~ t e 1e ct io II a II d :.t:i I t.¥t.!..s
~ ! : s 13eH~d. But the Alabama staff, as well as
my Washington staff, pretty much kept the bad news away
from me; they understood because . ! 1 d said.- so many times
that I didn't care what happened representative-wise in this
instance. Generally speaking, ~ --t . . M r t : 1 : : : ~
dUJeJ: rreeuet, my whole policy is stay in touch with the
people,. to know what the people want, to inject what we
think is best for the people and try to reach a compromise
that's my position. But in this instance, that could
,,
not be my position, because I thought my responsibility
under the Constitution outweighed any representative
capacity. I wanted to knm'i what the people were thinking,
but I put it in some other kind of category. I didn't
run the regular computer on it. They heard me say that
and they believed me. They keptaway the letters saying
//
' ' you better, you so-and-so, you better support our President.
And that was the way my mail was running from early on.
' ' You-all get this thing over with so Mr. Nixon can get
back to being President. You're distracting 11 our 11 President
from what we elected him to do:' That was the major thrust
of the communications that we received.
DFS - I got a kick out of your statement that they thought
McGovern would take over.
WF - That's right. That's right. Some people thought that if
you booted Nixon out that McGovern would become President.
There was that kind of frustration running through a whole
lot of people. I don't know, people were so tired of
it, that here we go again, another crowd, they didn't get
their publicity when the Senate had the ball, and they are
try:ing to run with it now. What are they going to do?
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WF - Are they going to end up fur,bling around and have no finale,
like the Senate? What peoole didn't understa~d earlier
on and I think we didn't have a full grasp of it either, is
that there was anl end, there was a light at the end of
the tunnel for the Judiciary Corrmittee, we v1ere at some
point going to vote it either uc or down. And the Senate
didn't really have that option and it was an entirely
different thing. I think that is one of the reasons you
can say that our public time was successful. I think it
basically was, it was short, it was to the ooint, it was
co~pletely captivating the public's attention. The Senate
had it early on a~d it just d~indled off and at the en1
it was bad. Ours \'/as on the up the whoTe \•iay, I think
after Saturday rnayb"e, it went down a_~
bit, but sttl 1
it was~ short and to the point. I think that because
the great job that my staff did, it kind of insulated me
from certain pressures; I don't mean that anybody would
ki'ni::&f twist my arm or anything, but we had continuing
little small licks,rsupport our President, support our
President.'· There was one big flap which you had in your
_
sumrr.ary that got on the national wire ..ai,e~ 1iRe :Z,-Jd:aa::i u-t..~-<--- d--v_~
s_effl-Plae!!Jy- said that Gov. Wallace called somebody. I don't
think anything like that happened.
DFS - You never heard it?

WF

I talked to Senator Allen one time but he's a close personal
friend of mine, and he's such a gentleman that even had
Gov. Wallace called him he wouldn't have done it. He might
have called me on some spurious thing and say, . yeah,
I called Walter; because he is a friend of Wallace's, too~
but he would never have tried to influence me on a matter/
like that.
11

(

!

DFS - On the Tuesday after the vote on the second article, you
make this statement about Dick, $400,000, and so on.
Do you think, looking back now, that the fact that you
realized then the Republican money was being funneled in
and Wallace was being looked at by the IRS - did that have
an effect on you?
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WF - On me? Yeah, it had; that's not why I supported that article
by any means; it was just I think evidence to~ that here
these people had gotten so confounded arrogant ·~they
weren't content with manipulatin g a national election,
Ute,,,,fe~li:tlg--of many il'I .S .'r-~a was the~nte<l to manipulate
an election in the State of Alabama. You kno-.1, way dm,m
in Alabama and it wasn't even a oeneral election, it was a
Democratic 1primary . in Alabama. That - t see!ied terribly
arrogant to me. It \'/as the kil)R,,B:E..,!3-!,titude t hat exemplified
their rnani pul ati on of various :~ s"""'lihi ch included
the IRS. They had peppered away and had the Governor s
brother under investigation. . It had come, to my attention
at that time that -- I remember~ I ~ hoped sincerely
that it was not politjgi)ly motivated and it made an
indelible impression ~this came up last year, and it
had been politically motivated. It just didn't really set.tude ,
When I was talking to article two and using those examples,
I was frankly corrmunicating with the people that I represented and wanted them to understand.~ I felt that
would be a good device for convincing them that I was on
the right track. Mfcl I don't know whether it did or not .
The people in Alabama are either all for Wallace or all
against him. Itisdivided among ~ f the people.
1

! .

.One other se1ies of thi"gs that I really got ac1oss-to-mo.st
.oL..the r,eopl e that I di dn, was the motion to s ti i t<e that
I filed

Ol'I

the var iet=S-subparagrapbs of article one.

What-was really the-eoo£11sed tima I thirm. I think there l,._,~
~ a couple, three days in the~~1 J rom the Tuesday morning
that our really Unholy Allianc~fit all together,
following through the voting on that Saturday night.
Those were ,the action days of course, Tuesday through
Saturday, -.\ijth.the.jllotions to strike~. at least to
my way of thinkin~)',~ the period in 1 which the whole thing
was turned arouncr,,rrom what we generally considered a
losing proposition when the Nixon defenders started pounding
us with their demands for specificity and I think we were
really weak in giving it to them early on. If Sandman
didn't file his motion to strike wl:iid1 ,wece-deiJa'ted fa:r ~
~ on the first P,~!:.?.9Ja9t'1_1 ;J )'l'.q,~ _grepared to use it- ~ .
,..tte;ffil e ha awL It ~ h better if he had
maintained his position and filed it as to the remaining
paragr~s so that I would not have had to do it. I t=.weahi
•not ha
,aO-n----mma from coa of the BR@s-.whcr Were edliblli tted
for i m p c 3 e b ~ po-i.n-t. I ~in~~n is a sharp
operator, an .i
~ d that ~t~':'U
· pto our hands
and~'°n e decided not to carry on.~ tfie funny thing is
everybody else wanted to let it go at that point, --b."' .

f.
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- Railsback didn't want to go furt her . Nobody wanted to
continue, they were willing to go along with me but I
was out there by myself. Maybe 13il l Cohen understood and
I think rr.aybe Ca 1dwe 11 Butler. 5ut everybo dy e 1 se •,•,anted
to get it over with at that point. Hell, I didn't~
--tFf see it that way because I felt •,-1e had definitely \•/On
thP.t'round-Xhe initial motion to strike San dman filed,
~ j o I said, "~
this is a device that \'le ouaht to use
any way in our favort' 1 ti-l s s ~ i . = @tt.tlnue-w:1t!1c~
So I went out and struck out · t~.',
talked too long again.
Well, after,.-1ards we limited debate½unanimous consent.
I think one :of the~dest feelings that I've ever,ha<l
in my life was on subparagra~~~~~e first one that
we had a record vote on. I
At
· a out how I was
going to vote on my own motion to strike. I had moved
to strike s u b p ~ ~ ; i they demanded a record
vote. I said
~ I certainly don't want
to strike the material, it is vital to supporting the
article. I don't want to vote no, on my own rntion to
strike, that seems to be~absolutely ridiculous position
to be in 1 particularly when I had every intention of filing
the same motion on the next subparagraphs ·4, l said, "you
got no, and you got aye, and you ain't g o ~ other
thing and that's present." And in lily time in the Congress,
that's the only time I ever voted present on any issue.
And I · had some soul say, "Flowers, all you did was to
want to get before a national camera and atl.d:1=14s and then
you _couldn't even make up your O\~n mind. 11

~e

SL
WF

(laughter)
- How did you finally feel about the paragraph \'lhere you
fi na 11 y did vote pr.eaeff?
.:::C

f>-t...

-Well, I ~new .J' was going to fail, ,but I think I carried
through ~ause I did thint-that j bught to be taken out.
I didn't think it was fully suppo'rted by the evidence~a.ftd...l-Jl.ad a J!'UI po:s:e4A aMnee. I got a little opening there
and Charley Sandman gave me a chance to jab back at him
a little bit. I got him. But we had a lot of fun, Sandman
and I halti--several occasions , iii, after to be on news
programs together.&R-d-~ had be;n and still are personal
friends and I remember imitating him several times:
"It I s AMAZING! II

DfS - You've got that down very well.

•
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- But there are still some people that say, 11 ~</alter, yo u
really did great, but I don't understnad still what yo u
were doing voting present. 11 There was one, I don I t knm-1
if I can describe this, but it is a very si gnificant
occurrence to me on the niqht t hat Nixon made his res icn ation speech,-1he ne\•/S media \'Jere, I'm sure, lining up members of the Committee to be on various programs and I
had been locked in by ABC radio and ABC~ and~C
television to be at the various stu_dJ~___..at 'Jiif'ieu-s ti mes
af~the speech. Anyway~ this wasf 'Cnarles Sandman and ,· ,__
I ~on a couple of these things to gether. Th-e ~egram .. 3.s
c::I think tl"I ... A8G neNs pan½ but we J eft th.e !iota~ wh.a.rs
!lJ_e..u:.~-that I s J,rhera •,-.ie ..J,iJ!ltched t~e sp 00 cb on
t,e 1'1'rision
I thin-!< it W,i-5 t!;a-: 11icltt, i11"-fact, that
we_rommen-ted :Da it afterwards. So w
e went out there
together leaving the Capitol a little bit earlier than we
,
needed to. We didn 1 t know what kind of traffic to anticioate ~
1
it was less though, than what we were getting into.
We drove along the roadway out there . where you 1oak across
the tidal basin to the Jefferson Memorial. This is kin d of
corny, byt I want to tell everything.ill'd$o I said let's
go ove~it, you know we'go.i; _a~ Jittle time, let's kind
of just check in over there~ebeen a Jefferson admirer
all my life . ..we 1.amd abo&t cc1istitutior1al 4>1oce-s-.e£=
-t-ilis 3eemed like t';e ~rfect time a!"ld_jo \·te ended up
actually in the Jefferson Memorial in the rotunda there
~that night right before we were going to listen to
the words of the _President resigning. And, as you come up
the steps, t h e r e ~ excerpts from the words of Jefferso n
which really gave ''\ he nm:I basics of what \ve were doing
on impeaching the President. It was just such a startling experience for r.ie in that the ana 1 ogy was so great ~! t
was a very notworthy experience for me at that time.
I've never attempted to put it down as to what my thoughts 'Here
then, but before we get through with this thing, I'm going
to do that. I don't think Charley had the same feeling,
it was mostly just me anc! it was my decision to go there.
.iaA4 ,-f==:ggt just a personal feeling for those basic documents
that is hard to describe , but 4t- .1,fas=s~ e-~d.b..a:t
.e,.p,t: icnce. "P.lat th9 system Nbicb bad become to me aRe---ehlliYS ha.s been byt through these hirbwl en± rnonths 1,\lhi ch
we had been 1nvo1ved 1n tliis i:1qui-f::¥., '11,e defense of and
the preservation of the system is what become so allencolilpassing, so over-powering. The man -t+ttrt Richard Nixon,
that my c o n s t ~ a t I should defend to ~Y dying
day> was not ·
· t. It v1as the system, it was
the Constitution.
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- Th3t's the way it was on that night particularly. The
impression that I'm going to try to recapture in my own
words before \'fe get through. I rr:ention it now so that
should I forget it ...
(VOTE)

WF - One thing that I remember is thct one of the ~.embers; you
might say a main-stream Democrat, told me on the House
fl~or o~e _dcy, _tha! he hcd early . 2t,~cided t~at he was
going to vote for 1mpeachment~ongressman Jim Stanton.,
L ~TF.eRber :Jc:-S ae Lt1na:=ready ,e::,0°~ time5 that ~ - d
-~ea-make e=s.piech~_ a ~ne=ttiinaie spoo,ch -► Stanton \'lent
over to 0 11,?eil1 and said "Tip, you•re just wa~ting your
time," be said, "I'm for impeachr.1ent, too, but I don't
think Flowers is considering i t J ~ a ~ l a me tl'Rr~
--Waltt1 F l ~ get th-ed gf neari
ttfu~
\'/hen Flowers starts talking about it
\"men I1,1;start thinking it mig~"
-- (Laughter).
1

.
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DFS - When was that, vmul d you say?
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WF

- .Oh, that was rr.aybe in June or something like that.

Early
June, maybe May, shortly after we started the public, not
the pub 1i c, but the actua 1 inquiry. Arr& ◄ t c: :u,i,ed ta
.me.,. I haij,4rot read the Breslin book, bu1; LµJJderstand he
.-- gives a whole lot of credit to O'Neill ~ I don't know
where that comes from. Frankly, at one point I can remember
Tip asking how thinkgs were going and that's the extent of
it. I don't think Tip O'Neill had any influence over the
final outcome or the shaping of articles or even the fact
that we reached a decision ~men we did, because if anything
h i s ~ pressures on Rodino were to/hustle up an early
decision. And I think, quite frankly, had that occurred,
they would have lost the necessary middle of the roaders
that shaped it in the final analysis. If there is one
attribute of RodinoL that was his patience. The patience
of Peter Rodino was what really paid off in the long-run.

.\

1•

I

DFS - Breslin.( was probably just another fe 11 ow drinking Iri shn-an

of O'Neill, that's all.
WF

I think those were the ~
basic things that might not have come out, I made notes on.

- I think that's right. (Laughter).

I didn't any~ay mention all of them.
you all now.

I just leave it to

l
I
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DFS - I think we will, if you like develop further on the
Jefferson Memorial .
WF

- I'll make some further notes on that in the quiet of t he
night, I can do that. It did ~ake an impression on me
and, as I recall, I used it in a speech .~
I'll get a
copy of that speech, too, to refresh my recollection on
it and go from there.

OFS - Just a couple of things we as ked the other members.
Going back, for example to the 31st of July, when Orinan
introduced the first resolution to impeach, that's 73,
what was your reaction to that?
1

WF - I didn't take it seriously.

Drinan is a guy that is
prograrrmed, you know where he is and you know where he is
going to end up. He may fuss around between here and there,
but this was to me typical. I don't mean to be disrespectful of him. It was a typical thing for him to do,
and I didn't take it seriously and I didn't thi~ it would
lead to anything. I know he made a big splash about it 1.
on the, he had a news conference, he got some publicity
on it, but I don't really think anybody took it real
serious1nat that point. It was premature_ act-~that po tit t.
..,
.
~
I don't know exectly what was on his mind, -CJJ~ t re+iink /µ4~/f,<..c:ffU/~ . ·
to consider~ voting to impeach then.
·
I

•

I

•

DFS - Now of all these things, you might look at number two
there, which one or ones were probably among the first
to make impeachment become a kind of possibility?
HF

We 11 , .subsequent to the so-ca 11 ed Saturday Night Massacre,
became something a lot of people started to think about,
fqlthough even at that point, I thought it was very
premature.~e- I~eµt'7- ~ ~ P S , £Q~ld a11 ive at some
solt-Jtio:A t?iat'.'.'ifou-1d apparer1tly pass. I couldn't believe
it had gotten a~ _far as it did. I know one thing~
in that perioctP'fust thoroughly turned me off_was the
_ ,
proposed reference of this thing to Senator Stennis , an ►tl"le -c-lSf W~
~~d the President himself referred to John as
Judge Stennis. Senato~t~ooeen in the ·senate
for 30 years. I can•t~~..w-i.....~111+gout the fact
that he had been a Judge so many many ears ago and refer
to him as Judge Stennis. Now, I've learned that some of
his oldest friends do call him Judge in a personal sort of
way. I thought this was, I shouldn't have felt that way, but
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was just a petty ploy to elevate this guy to
a judge type in a role. Tl::l.a:e le t},.e reason:::, that
tFte::_r--=-wahtaa ~ d the tapE!s Lo <l:I i m fQ-f=-listen i n:r""txnd t-o
---·vetify the tFi'll'lscr ..:.p1:.s; and I thought ~ that was just a
dirty trick, so to stater 4ffld that came about in the period
just preceding the Saturday Night Massacre, I guess a few
days before that, that was when they were trying to work out
some kind of solution. At that point you start thinking that
there .is really something that ~ not only the lmver echelon
is trying to hide, but it's way up in high places that can't
st_q.p.9 the heat. And, ah, I was embarrassed when the newspapers
~ the fact that the FBI had cordoned off the prosecutor's
office . ..aae:$ey bai!-- trtore or less hipouRdcd L11e ~ there to
mat&.s.,.1.u:.e~ was almost like they were going to .purge the whole
operation for a few hours. Then things • kind of leveled off
after that_when Jaworski was selected. We had as~~~ of
potential fl~p .in~t9e Committee over the Hungate subcommittee
tjJ;as. and the~;Cup'-of the special prosecutor, you remember
·
that bill came out of committee and I was the only Democrat
that voted against it. But they never had the nerve to put
it on the House Floor because I think they would have been
beaten on the House Floor. I think there for just a little
while it had the whole thrust of a.Js:ind of p o s s i b i ~ f
becoming a Democratic move to get the President. Because here
was Jaworski with the highest credentials, n~~F~..Ji.e were, we
weren't willing ,to accept this man, we w e r ~ i n g r.od ine,>""4
.QiE-tie it up -.::>kt just didn't seem right to me. So I opposed
that in Co:mn{m .
n~ ~ think that the decision, whoever made
it to hold i
·
.
.
1
~ fcn-fit3-Wa£ --a ajsa..,dccis:io-I=l.
I ~ i - k ':rt was maybe not a
decision, it was just a reaction to the inevitable defeat of
.:ht, Bnt still ii: wasn I L th~ringin~ up a bi I I that we lcnew
was not going to go over, just as we kn°w we weren't g_G -irig Le
override thQ veto . today, Lhat was b1:=ought :up aa¥'.ray. . Had we
had a long, drawn out debate about the Watergate prosecutor
in the fall of 73, we could have lost a lot of the steam for
the r~st qi_ M~.rJinquiry • . There were two other subjects that
jolt~~blooawarmer than any other until we really got down
to the review stage ... whe2e . e loeked down that 1.oad a11d ~
all that, thii •,.,q:eoked -,-chicles and th~ bodies that were lying
.ie the :.aka, arid that is really when I decided that I had to
vote for impeachment. The second period was when they first
refused the subpoena, and I had a word or two to say that got
picked up by a couple of reporters including the Los Angeles
Timesr?\bout playing games with the Constitution and the
President .was off in Texas making a speech somewhere and some
f...u, ~f these other people were somewhere else and th6.{tal~aut N..st
~Arad all the evidence we needed.
They were trying to go to
the people over the heads of the Congress and the legitimate
process that we were really doing f a i r l y A a ~
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I made some remarks in the Committee; I don't think I even have
a copy of the completed remarks I made. But it was just a sho1
statement to the effect that they were barking up the wrong tre
and t ~ ~ . i : n zhei-r } ; l a ~ and ...no'e=ours and for them to
stop playing games with the Constitution.1 whicfvNoam==ha~
. ;;;;t:b
,_ _ ~..: U , : , . , . . . , . . . ~ ~ - : i . _
Jdl
.i z c , n a r ~ ~ ~-·

DFS -

21st of March, I have here, "we see developing the intricate
maneuver of the strategy to limit this Committee and confuse
the issues stop :;,laying with our Cons ti t}ltion." _

WF

-

~~ ~~~ ~ ~

=

~~

-fl!i: next:-==I 1 d say peak o; the r e s p ~ ~ o : f ~t came appareRt.
to mQ ua:s the day we heard the March 21st tape, which I thought
n _
was shocking; I thought i t was devastating. Because here we hac
. . i~"-".,..
/been kicCei:::of going al~_in periods of a lot of verbage, a lot
,. ,, • ,;.:_-•.,.,_~ 2,;_, -·v._pa,
,#'t'
of very u n i n t e r e s t i n ~ lulling us to sleep· at the hands
\t.l,4 -f,-1., . (}-''-!] . of Doar and Jenner..,..v Going back to the one in which he had
. J'r~ ✓•~.:. _o:Y ,,,,;faz:i.nounced the res~gna~ion of Haldem~. and Ehr~ichman,, ;1/ow each
'i~. t- , '-_,--;-time he went public either on telev1.s1.on, radio, or news
.J"_y~'t ~ lJY..;_,;,,) J ·
reports, it was downhill.
Each time his position, at least
fYV
t~
in mf eyes, was.substant~all-,y low~- J~cause he was obviously
backing. You didn't e v e ~ ~ in-front of you, the facts
and figures just from your~W11 ...E.e2ollection of what was said.;:,.__,.
the preceeding appearance~ /6"'1aie\;/.~_~ u 9e:eeftd e:r:ie w:as a-fal-la~-~nd the next!2.!}.e was J;;'Fafi back and it was just a series
of fall backs,~ -;this began really with his first--hftek in
September of 72.
I'm sure that after that it just almost got
to be a comedy. It was just disgusting to me to say the least.

IQ

TM

Do you recall earlier in the proceedings, the Cormnittee discussec
what is an impeachable offense and Dear staff issued a brief on
that, the White House issued a brief--· taking a · very narrow
view that it had to be an indictable offense and the Department
of Justice also had a brief and they kind of discussed the
narrow and broad view of what is an impeachable offense.
Did
you come to some kind of feeling or definition of an impeachable
offense?

WF

I probably was somewhere in between in my own mind and closer
to the broad view than the narrow view. I don't think you
could anywhere accept the narrow view, that it had to be a
criminal offense.
I was never at that point; I do remember
that I read a couple of rather long articles or books about
the Johnson trial which were interesting, but I didn't think
they would help us very much in 1974. I didn't go way into
it in a real scholarly m a n n e r ~ ~ g . I probably
relied on gut reaction more than anything else and my own
basic assessment of what the Constitution said. I just didn't
feel like we ought to be tied to the letter of the law on a
criminal offense in this instance. Although, I felt like i t
had to be a highly significant offense, I-;~:m:~:===i~fl'ir=-1_<i6-e(rt1ld
beLa-~i:mi.ral--so'rt fiEm named ~ ef ~espass on:::::t:h:e
,~ ugrn~.ion; --4.t :lid~ to be sigrtificant; it had to get "into
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the guts o~Athe whole rnatte~r
I think of the Office of the
Presidenc~overning ~ the country, it had to be an important b
significant offense.
But it didn't ~ecessarily have to be a
criminal offense. Nor did I t h i n k ~ criminal offense would
be necessarily an impeachable otJ~I).Se. In other words, you
could have a criminal offense,~-1:::Lwouldn't be an impeachable
offense, and you could have an impeachable offense and it
wouldn't be a criminal offense.
Either one could be exclusive
of the other.

TM

Involuntary manslaughter, for example.

WF

Right, or running a red light, _all kinds of things.
~ri

,~,.~.c
~ · z J.• b

hMi ~ c
a a

;~;.,.,..,,

~

~t--..1...1~J.1.:>c:c.

I

~s,

,__h.
1.in k

i. n

the same vein, I don't know if this comes up any,-.,.,here, I think.~
had a different to some extent view ~four Committee's r2Je$ ffv:>"'<t:4tan some of the others.
Some people looked upon it ..-:;~ grand .
jury. t.Qat. iitquired 0ft tb.e----:pri:fha-~~-ac:a;..- - , s : o r ~ ~
~ l ! e '!fl. Licl~s or .a, Yet:se mcte:aeiQlb .Our Committee's function
was dertvJ:.t.ative of the House and that's the position the House
was in,/ 'rnever felt that way.
I felt that, and I said this
publicly many times, that in order for me to vote as a member
of the House of Representatives to impeach the President, I
would have to be just as convinced of the evidence that was
before me as I would require if I were a Senator to vote
conviction. I didn't think that the degree of proof was any
less ::r:s~lii,.i;.ea. in the House than in the Senate. Any th is ,wa:s.,
t~ae diserodi t -of ~ome people wlft!F used it as a crutch that
they were going. to send i t on to the Senate and let the
Senate decide. That's a terrible way to shift the burden.
The burden was on us and we couldn't pass it. Now I realized
all along that it would have been different in the Senate
because the defendant, of course, the President, would be the
impeacheeYrespondent and would have the opportunity to present
evidence {,hich was not necessarily the same manner in which
you would present evidence A,f-/the House didn't i~'Jre:re.
The
trial in the Senate would be different. You would have a
better balance in the prosecution evidence and the defense
evidence and that would make a different element before you if
you were a Senator as opposed to a House member.
If you were
a Senator and only had the evidence we had in the House, I
would view it the same way as based on the evidence that was
before me . ha-a: 4=baea.=a Senator -voting to convict<5r a Hocrse...;
~ r vot:ing---1:'.J¼e.=af!Ectieles ef i;i;ipea~h:went. I can remember
when I would tell some of the media coverage this was my view
and they would give me some kind of hazy look; that wasn't
exactly the way they wanted me to look at it you know.
Throughout, I was impressed with and apprehensive of the fact
that unanimously I think the people covering the inquiry wanted
to see articles of impeachment voted. I can remember remarking
on several occasions to the newsman at the stake out -- they all
got to be friends of ours to some degree -- "Aren't any of you
guys for Nixon?" I don't even think there was a cameraman that
was for Nixon; y.Q;JJ. ~ow, =-t:l"iey= hatJaa J 1 see0 ~appsa aRd they knew
4
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e x actly where they were.
They wante d to get t h e dirty so-and-so
and there was no balance to it in that respect. That further
determined me not to be influenced b y anythin g on the outside,
I was insistent that there be fairness shown to him.
And I said
so on several occasions. And I said so during the public debate
at one point, too.

SPL -

Did youhave a degree of belief concern ing what you have before
you, how much do you have to be convinced, that's clear and
convincing, etc., the evidence?

WF

Well, I think clear and convincing bec~ue my standard as opposed
to beyond a reasonable doubt , al½d 8y the time we got to the public
debate, Joh~ Doar had adopted that posture clearly and, he
didn't start out that way at all.
I think the Chairman's
conception, staff conception, at least on the Democratic side
of it was that we just make a prima facie case. I think they
learned through the initial statements that was not going to
satisfy enough of us.-ee ma~e i~ a 1.1:gi:tiraa:"te===cromplaM1:t ~ t
~,asident. So, clear and convincing became more or less
the standard in my mind, as I think it ultimately ended up in
almw~_r_1.body' s mindc mtee~k:;!ar some of -kbem. Maybe it
was
~7standard, too, but :~
were clearly and convincingly
convinced at I think about 1972. You know, right after the
election.
(LAUGHTER)

DFS -

Harper's quoted you as saying that you would be satisfied as
"beyond a reasonable doubt." Now that shows you were changing
in the next couple of months.

WF

DFS -

Now I remember reading that article. I think they kind of
pushed my position at that time.
I don't think i ever felt
1
' beyond a reasonable doubt: ' I'm not sure of that. B'CTL :E-! rn
'"".:!::&I J £alli1113 beu;l~i en uhat I saide:t];J,.at ~ we~_:<r 6.:l]la-i:%0r
.:t-think...:J: "'il~e. he' sat.t.sfied wieh clear""and conVi:.sing. You
know, when you say beyond a reasonable doubt, you almost rule
out any circumstantial case and at the point we were at, even
up to the disclosure on the June 23rd 1972 tape, we were
dealing with circumstantial evidence and disclosure. That
tape came after we were all finished.
Some people could argue
that we had direct evidence against the President, but they
had pretty much taken all that, I think, and erased it. I
think we were still dealing in circumstantial evidence up
until after our inquiry.
So, I think this was after I finally
got it all together in my own mind.
In your TV statement that Thursday night, you said you'd vote
on two things, evidence and the Constitution. Take this
situation, let's say the facts, the evidence was there, it was
clearly against the Constitution, not a frivolous thing, but
that thirdly, you were not convinced that the American people
so apprehended, so understood it, would that third el~ment be
necessary for impeachment in your mind?
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Yeah, probably.
I thought that this was a part of the gymnastic
that perhaps I went through during the public aspect of this
thing.
I thought that we had the responsibility after we had
declared to bring the f--eople along.
I don't mean if there was
g o i ~ f y ) t r i a l ; '~e should try the case in the public eye.
You ·
~ a line there, of what would be appropriate and
what would not be.
I was still preparing to accept the challeng
personally to convince my constituency and any body else that
I could have any influence upon that what we had done had been
the right thing for the country. Because I w~s~_.ffi.,&gtally
convinced that we had to do it at that p o i n t . ~ was reached
in a negative way that we would have been more wrong to fail
to impeach than it was to impeach. You know the argument that
the country can't stand impeachment; well, I think we are a
pretty big country and we can stand almost anything. We had
already been through a whole lot, and r- believe that we could
suck it up for a little bit more and obviously we could. But
as I said it was not looking for the approval of my own
constituency and it was apparently a mixed bag around the
country and we'd just about as likely have bloodshed one way
as the other, I guess.
I didn't think it was the kind of
thing that was going to cause a revolution either way.
The
pros and cons were going both ways all over the country.

DFS -

In your statement, you put a lot of emphasis on Presidential
truthfulness. In your mind, would you say that Presidential
untruthfulness in itself is impeachable or is the substance
of what he is untruth£ul about?

WF

I think we've had a recent history of certainly more than the
President being untruthful or denying the truth ot us, omission
as much as commission.
I think the degree of it was so
appalling. The apparent total disregard of the truth, i t was
just·'what can we tell them that they might believe'-: "We don't
have to worry about the truth, what can we tell them." It
was so all-pervasive that it~elevated
to another level
of trans:3eession. Aro,rwaY:1:::----wb.eneJ,ow k-i nd of 4-.h..pel{ i-t a l l ~ ,

«

~ili~~~~;"=~~
________
____ .,,___,__ _ I'm really not so naive to
~

~~~~/\

g+2.W~!!~~!:5!~-e

riod s -. in ~~ t
~ ~e
some 1 ying _,d::'"lt;;:svw
e ~ t 1 1 ;;..ftOW
n~Z:be t.ile} tt!ad to prey 7 ri oa:t/4.on.f-X-~ n terms of the kind of lies
that the Nixon Administration would tell, it just became black
and white, it was not even gray anymore. It was totally black
and totally white. What they were doing was the deepest,
darkest black.
....
~=-ie;;'--~---lo!'tt=-c=-tr

DFS -

Well, let's move to something on not such a high level. Among
your friends and family, for example, in the McCall's article
on the wives of the seven merubers, they are quoting M~s. Flowers
as saying that you brought your five-year-old to Washington.

WF

Yeah, he was five then, my youngest son.

- 16 DFS -

Right, and she was quoted as knowing that her husband, you,
were going to go for impeachment.

WF

She didn't know a thing~ ~cause I didn't know it then.
But
she was up here and we were all at my apartment, which is just
a couple of blocks away , during that time. I normally commute
to Alabama and they stay down there but she's been up and back
three or four times.
We had one of our kids in camp, the
seven-year-old, then the fifteen-year-old daughter, I don't
know what she was up to; I guess she was staying with her
grandmother in Tuscaloosa.
So we just came up and they were
visiting with friends around here and the thing had unfolded
with our private meetings and so on and I think that at some
point during that period I came in a..r1d said, "Eoney, I'm going
to have to vote to impeach. t h e President," and this was really
just a couple of days before we went on public debates.
I
think that when we all faced up to it was that Tuesday morning.
It was a:3rnost the same kind of electric atmosphere that morning
that we had that Saturday night later on thatyeek. It was
less formal, we wereLa
friendly kind of thing,~e knew that we
.
were dealing with matters of high importance and we kind of
got to that issue.

. /,

{

.
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Congressman Walter Flowers, Alabama
WF

- State allegiance here. A lot of my people moved up to
Alabama Ave. (Laughter.)

OFS - Mrs. Flowers, would you discuss t he case or situation
with her? Did she have any effect upon you?
WF

- I don't know that she did. I think she's a pretty conservative person, but she's never been pro-Nixon. She wa s
following it very closely, and we talked about it consic=rably
but she could take what ever point of view it looked li ke
I wanted her to take to discuss it and then we'd both
repair to cur own corners for t he next di:icuss.ion. I mi gh t
be the Devil s advocate on the other side and she knew
that I was not going to declare and never really tried to
influence me one way or the other. I know maybe Caldweli ' s
wife had a different point of view and they operated in a
different manner. My wife was privy to my thinking on a
day-to-day basis for the last 10 days or so, because she
was up here and was aware of how serious it was to me.
It was that serious and it was obvious that I was thinking
seriously about going for impeachment.
1

DFS - What would be your reaction to our getting the seven
wives together at a very informal sort pf thing at Hilton
Head?
WF

- I think it would be very good. She's the one who suggested
that I definitely ought to mention the primary and it is
something that I really picked the thing up at a later date -and in a quick reflection on it, it very definitely had
an influence on my. The fact that I was.,!o adamantly
refusing to stake out a position until the very end was
par.tly because of this primary race I had in early spring.
So I think it would be good.

DFS - Fine, were there any other people, outside the Congress
now, that you were in coimlunication with or influenced you?
WF

- No. As it got closer and closer to the final gun and the
. possibility of voting for impeachment became a greater one
far me, (I mean, we're political animals) and as I said
I thought one of our obligations was to lead, and help other
people at least legitimatize what we had to or might do.
I talked with various people ~ I me@: ::stso~ peapi-€
~ I I d pi ck one person" here and o.ne person there,
but amongst a fairly intimate circle of friends in Tuscaloosa.
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:..J F - When I would see t hem on another occasion, I made damn

sure that they understood that there was a distinct possib i lity
that I was goi ng to vote for i mpeachment and I didn ' t want
it to be a complete shock to t hem and naturally the people
that I talked to in this vein were people that I was fairly
well certain were pro-Nixon at that point. I found a
willingness amongst the reasonable ones, to listen~~
part of it I guess and I hope . was confidence in me and
my OM1 thirtking. Part of it i-las -- I ti::d af ~ti~ven
at::-that stagi 1,,ihi ch 1i1as- la acid l'l ~ 015 fi :,m tl,e ;o t2, oi, aRy9fhere
_.froa- a &9'1:!~e >.cC ~(S wma,;i,ee .a nOP;:!'1 9e1fore, it became
obvious that people hadn't re.a i ly thought about it in terms
of what damage might be done to t he ConstibJtion, to t he
system by this group, if we allowed it to go unchecked,
the next group might even do it incompletely. I can remember
putting it to some of my conservative pro-Nixon constituents -t h a t ~ this time the plumbers broke in Dr. Fielding's
office to get information that they thought they could use
against Elsberg and you don't like Elsberg, I know you don't .
But what if next time there was another regi me in power
and they were breaking in your Doctor's office to get
information that they might use against you? You know
people ' started thinking about it like that. It did take on
entirely different dimensions to -them and it wasn't 11 let 1 s
get the dirty co11111ies anymore," it was 11 let 1 s protect the
system that protects me, just like it protects Dr. Fielding's
records inviolate and Daniel Elsberg's civil rights. " It
becomes an issue of principle rather than of person and
that was the way that I was going to put it from then on
to the people.
DFS - Steve, do you want to go on to number six?
SC. - Okay, I'd just like to cover one thing, we've covered about
everything else in five -- threats against you and your
family, did you receive threats at all during the inquiry?
WF

- We got a few obvious crank phone calls.

I'll put it this
way, Steve, nothing I evert_ took seriously. We got some
letters --

SL

- What about your family in Alabama?

WF

- No, nothing, nothing.

In fact people were exceedingly kind
and thoughtful and didn't really seek us out to bother the
family with it at 211. All during this period I was in
Alabama on the weekends. During the preceding couple of
weeks I was not in the greatest of physical shape, but I ./-v--..(_
d ~ e this lingering bronchial situation that was diagnosed

i
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PJ'!.- ,
WF
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- pneumennitous. Everytime I coughed, it just ~ d 1i ke
broken ribs, and the weather was so bad in tenns of the
air quality then and stuffy -- even if you'd been well v•lit h
the pressures that we were under, it would make you sick.
But I was sick. (laughs). I'd never been a nerv·ous person ,
I didn-i-:r-ever get nervous or anything like that, but it
did take its toll on my physically and I was a long time
getting back to nonnal. I guess it was maybe on into
the late fall before I ever felt decent again. I put it
off as an ulcer, in just a joking fashion to Cohen one
day, and darned if he didn't use it in a statement that
was on national television. Walter Flowers has got an
ulcer. It ½~sn 1 t too bad t hough.
/

DFS - You didn't like Waldie:· - have a scotch durina the
proceedings, on TV?
WF

- No.

DFS - He's supposed to have done that, you know. If you watch
carefully, did you ever watch a replay of, say, Wednesday
night or Thursday night -- He would lean down occasionally
and some people say come up looking much better than when
he went down.

MUCH LAUGHTER.
WF

- You know, of course, I was sitting right next to Jerry and
we've been very friendly. I know it was very convenient
for both of us to get out of the room, in the position
that we were in, and I'd go outside just to keep stirring
around rather than just sit there under the hot lights.
They had a television on back there also. I would watch
it on television for a while and come eack in and just stir
around a little bit, rather than get stir crazy. He could
have had something besides coffee in that coffee cup. -----laughter------- I wouldn't want to say one way or the other.
Given the right circumstances, I wouldn't turn it down.

SL

- What information or evidence did you consider either most
helpful or most convincing?

WF

- You mean the mode of it or the specifics?

SL

- Specifics.

-

WF
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- Well, the March 21st tape. The evidence of the initial
delivery of cash to ~ittman, Hunt 1s lawyer, and then all
that was \'/rapped up .en that. Like the telephone calls and
the fact of it, the manner of it which it was, \·1hen it was,
you know, the whole bit. I thought that was helpful in t he
sense that it was devastating evidence. I guess the other
thing that really remained with me as significant evidence
and kind of capsulized it, &~the arrogance and the abuse
of power -- the manner in which Henry Peterson was used.
And h ~ , his testimony made an impact in this regard.
Kalmbach s did too,~but to a lesser degree than did Peterson1s. It was Peterson, a civil servant of the highest
order. He had risen beyond that \'lhich you normally think
a career person does i"n the Justice Department and tt was
on merit, a very impressive man and impeccable credentials
and he had honestly been trying to do a good job in this
respect, and he was torn, totally torn. I don 1t think that
after the fact we could hardly put ourselves in the same
position he was in during this period, when he was being
used and abused by none other than the President of the
United States. The fact of this really, 1,ias the most direct
evidence of Nixon 1 s abuse of power which would come under
article two. The ferretina of information from Peterson
by the Commander-in-Chief telling his lieutenant in the fray
of battle, 11 you tell me. 11 Now, Peterson had really no
alternative but to tell the President. ,He told the President,
and what did the. President do as soo~s Peterson left? -he brought Haldman and Ehrlichman in
e ante room and
he spoon-fed them everything that Pe erson had told him,
not with a view towards -- 11 let's straighten this out
boy~, let 1 s get it ship-shape 11 but it was a view towards
patterning their defenses, getting their stories in a way
that would sell. This was a sticky situation to me, and
I just couldn't get away from thinking about it. I had been
one of the larger proponents of taking more as opposed to
less live testimony. I remember when the initial decisions
were being made as to who would be interviewed, I was shocked
that they were talking about personal testimony, from I
think about five witnesses. I said you mean we're going to
go to bat on this thing without having Chuck Colson in
person? And Colson kind of got to be an issue because of
the principle of the thing to me, and I said 11 you know we k
got to have Colson,,i' ~ ,the Republican side proposed 10 or 12
guys, some of whom didn't seem really necessary to me but
because of the Colson thing, I stuck with the larger number
of witnesses. Then, ultimately, Rodino, and this was again
1
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WF - patieD-(~,~pis att~mp~~0 ~e..µ Brooks.and some of
theq.~y thougnt
e giving me and Jim M
ann and
Thornton~ everything, al t hough I don't thin k Thornton
really asserted himself as □ uch as Jim and I did. ~
JJEk;i-}4.a~es I aid:e'ews-e Brooks laughed about it he-is such a funny guy anyway. He said, you j ust let
Flowers have everything he wa nts, there ain't no th ing he
can do anyway. " I was ada r;.ant about Colson. A couple of
others I thought we ought to insist on were Ehrlichman and
Haldeman. I think we cou l d have ultimately got t hem but
nobody seemed insistent on t ha t. ! just couldn ' t g~nerate
any support for that. I t hi nk they ultimately would have
come although they had sent word they didn't want to because
of their ~rials co~ing ~P and all th~t. B u ~ l y
11

)Jil~~t.!:BPR w,th thii most .;mpoF-t9

all

·

ancLta ~i~ ~~ing te_just- rel.y-Gfl--ev-i-dence=that
~c~
atiff:i-t, ibanal, where the 1ssue-s
w~rent, .tae_~pl a we1 ::=9::ffffererrt. What we were
relying on mostly \-/as the Senate's word and I m stil 1
disappointed in the investigative job that our side did.
I think they did a fantastic job co~p t ling, of putting it
together, of timing, they must hav~si xth sense about it
because they let us have just enough~to keep us satisfied.
But I don't think we did enough spade work on our own and
had we done more, I think maybe we could have made a case
out under article five. The tax money article. I think
we could have done some more because we had a great wealth of
infonnation and material that had been accumulated by all
these people, including Woodward and Bernstein and eve.r:ybody else. We didn't really do anything but compute it,
more or 1ess.
1

TM

- You had some Grand Jury testimony --

WF - And we had some other stuff. But it was other people s
investigative work, wasn't it Tom?
1

i

TM - All of it, I don 1 t remember any original
WF

They interviewed a few people that I might have, b u t ~
the ne\•J stuff was the grand jury stuff, wasn 1 t it, that's all
it was. All the stuff that came from the various departments
was confidential or secret.

DFS - An interesting little footnote here is Lattimer Pringle
who was fonnan of the Grand Jury, \'las a graduate of St. Joe I s.

I
I
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WF - Is that right?
DFS - Pure coincidence.

WF

- Is that right?
LAUGHTER

OFS - Anything else about this general area of infor.:iation, of
evidence?
SL

- Just the tapes -- Do you think they could have built a
clear and convincing case if there had been no tapes?

WF

- If there hadn't been the tapes, I think it could have been
done possibly but it would have required far more investigative
work than we did and I can't say that we wouldn't have done
it. But the tapes were such a key part of it. It just is
hard to imagine something taking the pl ace of the March 21st
tape or the tape that really developed the interplay with
Peterson. Everything that becomes really important cente~
around the tapes. The transcripts -- we only got them
because there was the tapes. You -wouldn't have ever had
the transcripts to go with if you hadn't had the tapes.

TM

- Was it necessary to :listen to them, do you think? Was that
important? As opposed to reading them?

WF

- I think you could have gotten it in a transcript. I think
listening to them put an entirely different dimension to
it. In some respects it made it lighter on the President
and in some respects it was more of a devastating blow .
The tone, you got a real feel for these guys sitting around
in the room and their feet up .on the desks and they were
just kind of talking, you know. Early on you kind of had
. the feeling, at least I did, that Nixon was just a front
man for Haldeman, that Haldeman was in charge. Anytime
the subject changed it was Haldeman that led the discussion
over into another area. It was Haldeman that talked in
short sentences to the point, made the point, and then
went on to something else. He'd sum it up. Nixon was
indecisive, Haldeman was decisive. It became more
obvious later on that they almost acged as one. They
became almost a part of each other and when one acted, it
was certainly not just with acquiescence, but with full
knowledge and almost in concert, one with another. But
you had a different feel, so~~times, it seemed to help the
President's position that there was this conversation tone
and at other times you got a real feeling for the kind of

}
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WF - arrogance thou gh. 1 ' This is where it's at and these other
guys are lesser persons that we don't need to consider. "
It didn't help them. The tapes themselves or the materiai
that was on the tapes were of great importance in the fi nal
out come. I'm almost inclined to say that it would have
never occurred without them. And I think probably that's
the case.
SL

- What \•/as your reaction to St. Clair's performance?

WF - Wll, I kept waiting for him to do something significant.
Here's this suy with fabulous credentials~ a trial la~'lyer
and he sat over there like he knew something that we didn't
know. We \'ler.e all getting more and more bored with Doar
and Jenner and the data data da ~ --- I don't like
long jokes, or shaggy dog stories, man I just want somebody
to get to the point. I ~ , )ometimes I pick up a book
and I read the last chapter first. I get kidded by everybody
for reading Time and Newsweek from the back - for.~ard,
you know I just want to get into ·the issue, and then I '11
unveil the other stuff. We just went through the shaggiest
of shaggy dog stories on the thing and we kept wondering
when are they going to tie this thing together. It was
worrisome, it really was. We kept thinking now, St.
Clair's to be different, he's going to ream them a new
one. (laughter) - I think that r:iaybe it was the most disappointing final act that I've ever seen. There was never
anything really substantive that he proposed or suggested
or put for,..,ard. Never anything that gave a new twist to it. At least to me. This was one thing that I think turned
the tide. Here is obviously a talented guy who'd been
hired to defend the President and you can't change the
facts. He didn't have the facts on his side. The best
of lawyers can do no better than the facts given them in
the case to argue. It was obvious that he was not getting
full disclosure from his client. The last go he had at
us when he disclosed something that had never been brought
out before - it \·/as a -SL

- Partial transcript-------

Wf. - Part of a transcript, yes. I thoug.btJ t was a rea 1 bad
show. I couldn't believe that th~ gtI;t was doing it.
Plus it didn't help. Number one, here was a lawyer dealing
\.'Ji th 1aviyers and you know you don't say you don't have something to start off with and find it at the last minute after
the other guy doesn't have a chance ta dispute it. It is
suspect. It was suspect. It set him back, if he had made

I
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WF - any progress in his presentat ion ~e wa s set back and t h~n
some by that low blm·i, I'd call it. Additionally, it
didn't help at all. The substa ~ce of it, if you could
even loo k away fro m the manner in which it was presented,
it was no good. It became obv iou s later that the Presi dent
had insisted that he do that. Bu t he had objected, to doi ng
it. Mr. Nixon said, "Now you d~ it!! " It's kind of li ke
he to 1d Peterson, "You te 11 me! ~" You knm·1 he had no
choice. I think St. Clair was bro ken by the case pretty
much. It was kind of pitiful i n lookin g back at t he fi nal
analysis. Here was a guy, a gre=.t la\-1yer, at least su ppo sed
to be, and he goes to handle t he President's defense and
there had really been no defense. I do n't think t hat w1ere Z,A,~
~d teen a case put fon-,ard at ail.
DFS - In your opinion, -it was Cates t hat was able to make it a
little less shaggy doggish somehow?
WF

- Yead, Cates!

f:1

Cates was extremely helpful. SM nature
everybody liked him, he's kind of swashbuckling, a big
handso~e guy,
t he facts man, the ~ctionable
facts 1 s what he
- not the shaggy dog part of 1 t and
I think he assisted a lot of people. I didn't spend a lot
of time with him, but he was there if you wanted to bite
something off him. We had good access to him, real quick.
He was always available, I think that was a very important
ingredient in any staff work.

am~~~•

DFS - On the 28th of June, two important things. -- Rodino I s
supposed to have made that statement to the Los Angeles
Times, that all the Democrats are going to vote for impeachment. And the other, at the Caucus that morning, I believe,
you and Mann and Thornton indicated and I think Jordan, too,
that you just weren't certain whether a case had at that
point been made and evidently Rodino was surprised at that.
By the fact that you were just not convinced. What were
. your relations with Rodino during that time?
WF

- Very good! He might have made the statement. I know
Sam Donaldson and I know Jack Nelson and they are honorable
.guys and great reporters and Rodino is like the rest of us.
he could get carried awa-y and say -- 11 ! just know all the
Democrats are going to vote for impeachment. 11 The manner
in wnich he said it would probably be more 11 ! hope that
they are going to vote for it. 11 I can't help but ·feel that
no matter what his choice of \vords ,might have been, that
would have been the way that he intended it because at
that point, he didn't know that he had my vote. I can be

: ,
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WF

sure of that, because I'd had a number of p~ivate discussions
with him. He and I have been quite friendly since I served on
his subGo:rrrrnittee. when he was subcommittee chairman and we worked
together very closely. - ~ ± f I didn't want him to be surprised
by my point of view either.
Just like I was not going to let
my constituents cast my vote, I was not going to let my Chairman
cast my vote either. That's why at every point in Caucus or in
private discussions with him or anybody else, each time they'd
get this group therapy of "let's bring everybody along" by the
time we got to the e·nd of the session, Flowers would say,
"Now I want you guys to know that I've got an open mind about
this entire thing _and I don't know how I'm going to end up."
That very day that this was supposed to have happened I had
been talking in terms that I didn't think that a case had been
made at that J20int.
Jim and Ray and I, and to a lesser extent
Barbara, had chimed in somewhat in frustration that the slow
mov~ment of the staff work didn't point in a really clear
direction at that point. We didn't think that they'd really
gotten us anywhere. All we had was generally in the public
domain and we hadn't really improved upon it -- no investigative work of our own.
I think I was disappointed ~ t
at that point.
I remember when this hit the wire, and the great
furor that was caused by it.
Rodino was looking for me. He
wanted me. He was going to make a speech on the House Floor
and he wanted Flowers to be over there to agree that he hadn't
said that.
I didn't know whether he had said it or not but I
knew that if he had said it, i t wasn't a fact because he didnit
have my vote.
I could certainly say that and so I had said
something like that, but I said, Mr. Chairman, I have got to
go to Alabama and I was gone to meet a two o'clock flight at
the time that he took to the House Floor to make a little
short speech that the reports were not true.

DFS -

Didn't you say that you denied it all the way to Alabama and
back?

WF

I told him that and then he said that I said that.
(LAUGHTER)
What I denied all the way to Alabama and back was that he had
my vote in his hip pocket.
(MORE LAUGHTER)

DFS -

WF

-

Another thing about the Committee business -- leaks. Now in
your opening statement on TV you said that they were great,
. grossly over-emphasized.
Is that your general view?
Yes.
I don't think that there was anything that was leaked ·
that really made a difference.
It was unfortunate because
obviously a couple of people were using this to get a little
publicity. They enjoyed the sneaky conversation here and there
and most of us were trying to be straight about it and it cas,:
the Committee in somewhat of a bad light. It gave those who
wanted to detract something to use as an example. You know,
occasionally when somebody wanted to appear to be fair to Nixon,
they'd criticize the Committee for the leaks. The leaks didn't
really matter, I don't think, one way or the other. That's what
I meant by that.

-

TM

-

WF

-
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I had difficulty in trying to make notes and put the thing
together myself from my recollection. With regard to the
Coalition, going back before the Tuesday when the Coalition
actually met, your earliest recollection of this type of
thing developing? Maybe even discussing it with somebody?
Tom, I couldn't put a date on it. You know Rails and I have
always been good friends, going back a couple of years. We've
been together on trips, we've played ball together, played
paddle ball together, you know, kind of just knocked around
together a little bit.
I was also closest on our side to
Jim Mann probably because we came to Congress ~e,nt~ at the
same time. We'd discuss the thing, as we have a lot of things
that would emerge in the Corrnnittee. We could help each other
where it wouldnrt do us any good to kalk to Conyers, or Waldie,
or Kastenmeier, n ~ - Z : h e y don't react the same way that
we might to various issue~. I think earlier that we had had
just a sort of tacit understanding that Jim and I -- that at
some point we were going to get together and make our decisions
but until we got to that point it was kind of fruitless to try
to narrow the issues until all the issues were laid out. And
it was the same way in talking with Tom and I think ~
6.~ ,
~ h e n had:.::e.zfuicndsn-ip ~~ a di~eti~he~.
Caldwel
and Ham came into it, just sort of drifted in somehow or
another. It was kind of hard to say the others were not a
part of our group but they weren't, it was just the seven of
us. In talking to Jim, i t was always just assumed that we'd
talk to Ray, too, because I knew Ray geographically, politicallJ-~had the same basic situation that Mann and I would have , a:ed
Me was a moderate, independent, liberal, conservative Democrat.
You know he could end up doing what everybody else would based
on the issue. He was independent. Jim was, too. And that's
where I view myself.
It was inevitable that we ultimately
coalese'&,, We were forced to just like everything else around
here by the time element. Our timing was forced upon us.
You deal in deadlines, you know, you get an assignment and you
prepare it right. You get it finished right before you ~ ~ ·><
~don't you?
(LAUGHTER)

DFS -

Well, maybe you don't.

WF

Well, that's right.
Qp--::::a::;;:::.'Y;!:W:::a::"Ef=~J>e"t't'ftrg:~t-., I remember one
of those statements I made over there. I was reading the first
paragraph and writing the last one. It's all you've got but
we had a Democratic Caucus on Monday evening before our Tuesday
morning meeting and they were all trying to have one of these
group therapy sessions.
"We're ~oing to do this, aren't we?"
I didn't declare.
I said that "I'm not ready to but I think
we ought to get together, oughtn't we, Jim and Ray?" And so,
we left the Caucus over in Rayburn and went over to Jim Mann's
office and this was 10 o'clock Monday night.

-

•
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TM

Were you aware at that time of the meeting the ~allowing
morning to take place in Railsback's office?

WF

Yes. Tom and I had made that -- we had already made that sort
of proposition that we would have that meetin; the next morning.

TM

That was on Monday morning or afternoon?

WF

That was sometime during the day Monday.- We said Monday
afternoon probably, "why don't we get together e~ly tomorrow
morning in your office. We've got a Caucus tonight and I'll
talk with Thornton and Mann and we'll get togeth er early
tomorrow morning." We didn't have a whole lot of time left.
So that's when Ray and I stopped off in J~~•s office. We
just sat around with no notes or anything else and we basically
had the same kind of three-way discussion that the next morning
turned into a seven-way discussion. Or eight or nine-way
discussion. We came basically to the issue that we thought
that the evidence was there.
It was sufficient. We had some
concerns, we had some reservations, but ~ically were prepared
to vote for impeachment. We had put it together right. We
were all planning to go to the meeting the next morning, which
we did. That next morning was the key coales:ing of the Coalition
It was Tuesday morning, I think.

TM

Was there any strategy worked out among the three of you as to
how you would approach that meeting on Tuesday morning?

WF

Not really. It was subject to the personal, subjective feelin g s.
We had come together totally independently. I don't think any
way that anybody could have said -- "well, I'm gonna be in
charge and do this".
It was really like acting as one because
of a single interest.
These kind of things don't happen around
here much. It was very, very unique ~tbat rny. I don't believe
that there was any strategy amongst the others either.

TM

Not that I·know of.

DFS -

Was there any cause and effect, would you say, between the
fact that the Doar articles came out on the preceeding Friday?

WF

There had been all sorts of articles. Brooks had circulated
some articles. There was talk the Coalition ca~ e together as
a response to the articles which were unsatisfactory to us.
I think that's totally overrated in my judgment. There was a
whole lot of discussion that what we wanted to get were articles
that would, you know, soft-soap the thing. And, well, that's
exactly the opposite. We were interested in narrowing the thing
to what was the strongest possible proof. But like I said one
time, it's got to be a God-awful offense for me to vote for
impeachment. And I don't want to just cuff him on the wrist,
I want to charge him with the worst possible provable ~terns.

-
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Because I have got to tell my people that this was significant
enough for me to vote to impeach the President of the United
States. You don't do it for a traffic ticket. We wanted to
put it in language that would be suitable. We just wanted to
narrow the scope down to what we thought was provable and not
be scattered all over the ball park with somewh at tenuous
proof. We wanted it to be strong. But we wanted to be
shoot~ ing ~ith a rifle and not with a shotgun.

TL"1

Would you look at the meetings? You were at the early meetings.
That's my recollection, you were always there it seemed to me.
But there were others that I'm really not sure of.

WF

The first meeting, Tom, I think we were all there. There was
another meeting that I know that Ra~ Thornton said he. wa-s. not
present at, I don't know whether 1.t was the next morning or what .
Tuesday morning I would call a meeting on substance, very much
so. The next coupld of meetings we had were on form. On the
form of the articles. Of crossing the t's and dotting the i's.
It's just like I said, "that to me was really not the most
important part." Maybe it's because I'm not really interested
in pleading. I've often said to people when they say you
practic'e law, and I say, "sometimes, mostly I practice the
f ~ . " I had a professor who said that, insisted on saying
"now i'.i::t._-0 the facts of the law arises," and I think I took
that .to heart more than anything else. The facts were the most
important thing here, and that's why I say the pleading, the
articles had to reflect the provable facts and to me it was
less important pow we stated it. As for the fact, we stuck with
what we really had him by. --:Nat, d.et' s don't hang him by a
string when we can hang him by a cable. I think Wednesday was
more devoted to how we wanted to draft the articles. I was more
passive in that than I was in the facts and than how we were
going to present the case. The meetings at the Capitol Hill
Club became strategy on the presentation of the case. I
remember particularly the Friday evening when I think we were
at an important junction tb@Fe because we were concerned that
we were not looking good at that point.

. TM

The Sarbanes substitute, which was your draft of article one,
was introduced Friday morning at 11:30 or thereabouts.

w?

I thought we were really bad, we lost on Friday.

TM

Sandman and Wiggins -- they were pessimists.

WF

We were losing and we were discouraged. This· is where -- to
my mind or aldl:tj tJlde at that point -- -wetS we'd been spinning
around here and we'd been letting these guys that are really
not, you know, Sarbanes, and Donohue and these guys, that really
weren't making the case.
They were not going to put it over
to the American people because the American people identified
with those of us in the middle.
I just was so conscious of
this that I felt that the independence of the seven of us,
give or take a few on either side, was the great middle ground

j
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that Mr. and Mrs. Aver2.ae American were looking to to lead them
and we couldn't put that burden off on Paul Sarbanes. He was
for impeachment all along.
I may have said this to somebody,
I recollect it anyway, "If we are going to impeach the President
of the United States, we are going to have to do a good, clean
job of it, and it's time we took over." That led to my decision
to make the subparagraph motions to strike if Sandman had not
done it. Now this was on Friday evening. The Thursday night
meeting that we put together over ttt="the Capitol Hill Club,
I can remember that one too.
I know how nervous Torn was at
that point because he was going to have to make his presentation
later on that evening.
His initial presentation. I don't think
he had really thought through completely what he was going to
say. He was very nervous about it. ~ fot that point, I
didn't know what I was goi~g- to say and I was nervous for him
because my time was going to come the next morning ~ e time
and I didn't know what the dickens I was · going to sa~· Mine
was put together in final form right before I made it, that
was it. I worked most of the night and I know, my little boy,
the five-year-old, (he's six now,) he was -- you know how kids
can k,.j...flf_,e:E have a feel for what's happening -- he was awake,
too. He was sleeping on the floor. I had a very small apartment
and he was sleeping on the floor there in the little living
room. Every now and then he'd come in and he and I were talking
back and forth, all night long, but my wife was fast asleep.
I was just formulating in my own mind the train of thought,
and I came over real early in the morning, Friday morning and
drafted it in longhand.
I wish I had it now but I don't know
what happened to it.
I threw it away, if I'd saved it it'd
be worth more to me than anything. I did it in longhand,
crossing ~ s t u f f , just like Abe!
(LAUGHTER)

DFS -

I was just goin·g to ask about Sarbanes, for example. How did
it happen that he and Hungate, who you said were already pretty
much committed or very much, why were they chosen? Why didn't
a man like yourself or say Mann, someone who had the independent
image, the middleground image, --

WF

Well, we talked about it. ~ t c l &t I think that we still
wanted to retain that image until you got the article over with.
I was not prepared to move the adoption of the article because
at that point I was not prepared to indicate my favor of the
article. To some extent we were playing games but they were
verya~ r t a n t games. You know, we almost had a serious flap
ove~wfieh we were going to vote. We didn't almost -- we did!
We had a very serious collision over when the vote was going
to be taken. Didn't quite get to the name calling stage, but
it darn near did.

DFS -

Was that the Kastenmeier resolution?

WF

That's right. Which was a real frustration to me. It.was
because a few of them thought that I was going too far or that
we were, the three of us, with me kind of taking · the lead ;bh9we _

~
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WF

The reason t h at I was so insistent, a nd I thought I had Rodino
and everybody 's agreement to put off the vote until the final
thing . Jim and I had more or less made that commitment to the
Republicans. We could avoid a vote until after the final thing.
You know, we could have one big gusto, instead of a whole lot
of smaller ones. I remember in that first meeting where we
got at the issue in Tom's office that Tuesday morning.
I'm
the one that broached it, I said, "you know, we're talking
about form and what kind of articles. Gentleman, I think the
issue is whether we're willing to vote to i mpeach the President.
That is what we are talking about, isn't it?" Everybody kind of
looked around for somebody to say something first and old Caldwe]
did. He said "Yeah, that's right." I said, "Butler do you
realize that every pick-up truck in Roadnoke can be up here
within three hours after you do it, the same day~ It kind of
injected a little lev ity in it, because I think we were all
concerned about the pick-up trucks being representative of
the .Middle American that we wanted to be with us, not that we
were thinking about votes in the next election. We wanted them
to be with us because i t was important for the country. And
Caldwell said that yes he realized that. The rest of us were
more than one day's drive away.

TM

We want to move to the actual day of the meeting. Would you
comment briefly on the initial moment of that Tuesday morning
meeting when we got into the room and closed the door and for
the first time there were seven Members of Congress looking at
each other?
'

WF

-

T ~l , -

Well, we didn't . really know where to start. Everybody had their
little testimonial business, sort of. I'm not sure that everybody did. We just kind of went around the table and different
people said what was troubling them and I think we all knew
that we were all troubled by the same thing. We didn't operate
in a vacuum. We were together day in and day out, for weeks
and weeks, and weeks. We went to quorum calls together,
various people at various times. We walked to our offices
together. We all knew that we were troubled but we were not
committed one way or another. We knew who had declared and who
had not.
I think it was inevitable that we come together at
some point and that there weren't many points left. It was a
relief to all of us that we virtually excluded the same
things and we had included the same things. We were all
basically concerned about the same two things. And that was
the actual cover-up and the abuse of power. At some point,
maybe it was the next day, we thought seriously about could i t
maybe all be put under one all-encompassing article of impeachment. It's my judgment that it could have been. And it all
could have been included under article two, with article one
just being a very major subheading under article two. But I
think it was, looking back, it is well that we did it the way
that we did.
But at some point, a question arose at that time, "How. the Senate
would vote on that kind of article." Whether it .was several, ever
before the House, .whether it could be several on the Floor, and
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T.M

But at some point, a question arose at that tirae, "How the
Senate would vote on that kind of article?" Whether it was
several, eve~ before the House, whether it could be several
on the Floor, and certain parts voted for.

WF

I'm certain that played a part in our final decision, of
course. We talked around a little bit. At ti.mes we'd think
the House wo u ld and we didn't know.
I think we had pretty well
determined that if our group did not vote to impeach, that the
House would not impeach.
But at that point, I was not sure
that if we did vote to impeach that the House would vote to
impeach. After the public aspect of the thing and after the
three articles were voted, and after the kind of reception
that we received at the hands of the rest of the Members of
the House, it became pt:J:1i:eJ..y obvious that the Hpuse was going
to follow our lead.
There would be no dissent. Y,".tt- started,
it didn't take them long to come around either. I think that
based upon just the evidence that · we had there, -t.Ra:t 13~ the
t::i,m~ ~tt:e P"l:e~ieeLL zos±~nod, that he would have been convicted
in the Senate, too.

DFS -

Within the Coalition, did what turned out to be article three
play a role?

WF

For various reasons we were, I think, against article three.
I thought it was just unnecessary over-kill. Tac:i:±¼-y, Fer
on2 tbjng~~chnically I thought it could have been an article
of impeachment, but I didn't think we'd ever elevatet'.L.it to that
point by either citing him for contempt or having the House
authorize the issuance of the subpoena.
There were a couple
of things that we could have done aae----g.ouezfoi;SFJed ~ that would
have made article three in my judgment a viable article of
impeachment. But i t wasn't a real major matter to us and I
think all of us voted against it, didn't we?

DFS

No, Thornton voted in favor of it; he was the only one.

WF

Thornton did, well we talked about it because I remember we
talked about it with Thornton.
He was sort of either way on
it, and finally came down on the side of it, as voting for
impeachment on it.
Oh, well Hogan voted on that one, too,
didn't he?

DFS -

Yes,

WF

He did.

TM

Comment just briefly on that Friday night meeting at the
Capitol Hill Club, the atmosphere.

WF

But he was johnny-come-lately to our considerations.

Well, it was frustration.
We all, you know, we deal in reactions
and whether you're there or not I perceived we were losing the
battle of the hearts and minds of the people at that point.
_I think we~ll felt that way.
Some of them wanted to hurry up
and get it', u~om wanted to get it over with. That's what he

~
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WF

wanted to do. He had renched, spilled his guts already.
I
think he wanted to get i t over with. I think the others felt
the same way, maybe as much as I did or maybe less, I don't know
But it was my perception -i::Ren that we had an opportunity then
that we'd never have again. To bring the people along, because
the audience was there.
The American people were watching the
thing and they were glued to it. We'd never recapture that
~ n , and if~~ lost them, we might not ever get them back.
We were losing. · we had the vote, we were going to vote to
impeach the President, we were all committed at that point,
there was no possibility of that falling by the wayside.
But
the specificators on the other side had licked us on Friday.

TM

Do you recall the options that were discussed -- of -f illing in
or rewriting the· articles to include the specifics?
/

WF

Yes. We decided that it'd be better to t~ij:~~ffering proof
under the articles as drawn as opposed to·
: )Froehlich
was one. · He was over with us that night, don't you remember?
I don't think he understands how he ended up voting for
impeachment himself.
I think he just blurted it out. We
were all surprised when he showed up.

DFS -

So was his District.

TM

Do you recall the next following day you developed a strategy
of motions to strike?
;

DFS

He talked about · that before you came in.

TM

Did you develop that at that meeting at the Capitol Hill Club?

WF

Yes, that's when it looked to me that that was the way to do
it. We didn't have any other reaJJyparlimentary method of
getting the floor. We had all used up our five minutes on the
article .aml in addition to our other general debate time and
you had to file an amendment to get the floor and this was
the method.
·

TM

Would you conrrnent on the Democrats that were looking at the
articles as they were being drafted?

DFS -

. Oh, Conyers, Brooks, Edwards.

TM

We don't really know who they are .

WF

Yes, well, there is very little I can help you with there. My
dealings on the articles were generally with Jim. Occasionally
in a Caucus with the others we'd talk about it a little bit but
there had been some people kind of kid-gloving .it then because
we had had a near explosion over the manner in which the vote
was going to be taken. There was some frayed tempers there and
several of them were_ giving me a ve,ry wide bertp. It was a
part of the manuvering. We were all playing the games.

,
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Kastenmeier still is not s u re that I am not mad at him, which
I'm not.
I think a coup le of them though t t h a t I was going to
let that change my position on the final vote~ WM'Uff', as-::J; said
~ ~ - - t m - ifflpor t.a.n t -t:o-=1e L L~sop l '- dee ide- .M
certainly was not going to react to a disappointment and let
that change t h e manner i n wh ich I was dete rmine d to vote at
that point. I think that they were wrong to go back on their
commitment in open meeting.
I mean you just don't operate that
way around here and shouldn't anywhere else. I don't think
in the final analysis that it made any differe n ce, but it
could have worked adverse l y to the political interests of the
members who were in the middle.
ll m,up a ,tjn I was thinking
in terms of the audience and we were on p{iblic television and
we had everybody and my concern was that if we voted this
thing piecemeal a f ~... tla& init.±al ·vo Lo that we'd l o s e ~ c.t..,....,....{..,z.- ;.._<-Q.
We'd lose the attention of the audience, and I think we did
pretty much. The crucial time was over Saturday night.
Nobody remembers what was said Monday.

DFS -

How about the famous and argued-about adjectiv e "fragile"?
Do you think that has any validity? The fragile Coalition?

WF

No, we were united by spirit and we weren't paper thin. I
think we allowed the others to think that. Because you let
somebody think you are having a hard time makL~g up your mind
and they bend over backwards to keep you with them.t4hey thought
that our Coalition required accommodation, so they ~going
to accommodate us because they all knew that they had to have
us. We knew .that they had to have us and they knew that they
had to have us. We were in the driver's seat. We really were.
I don't think we took unfair advantage. But there wasn't a
whole lot of compromises that we needed to make. Because we
could vote with those other guys on anything and have a majority,
as long as we stuck together.

DFS -

How about your own personal reaction on that Saturday night
after the final vote on the first article?

WF

I was personally more drained physically and emotionally than
I've ever been. It had been the most trying experience of my
life. That day had been a tough one for me because ween I
had decided that it was getting screwed up and I was, for
better or for worse, going to take charge as best I could
within the framework of what I had at my disposal and that
was the motion to strike. And this went on all day long a:ed ~~,,.,..
..-J;:;;wa3 k::m-a=O=f. in the hot-box.
I don't yet know how~ did it,
but I got Rodino to let me talk for 5 minutes, at the~st.
m.:i~t9-.
Brooks kidded me a lot about that, too. I was very
emotional at that time and when I walked out of the room after
we had voted and Rodino and I met in the back hall inside the
Committee chambers and I tried to . say something to him and he
ti=-ied to speak to me and nothing would come out. I just
couldn't, you know, I didn't know what I was going to say
b u t I just couldn't talk.
I turned and came back over here.
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WF

If I'd had anything on my stomach, I'd j,aet t h rown i t up, I
think.
I just had to hold back, you're just so emotional ~ t
~ like it'd be after the death of a close friend.
We were
all teary-eyed and I couldn't talk to anybody ; I just had to
come in here and shut the door. My staff was out there and
the phone started ringing off the w a l l . a n ~ d ~
~I just came in and shut the door and they knew that I
couldn't be bothered. an.eL:l:hel' -d-i d&t\l .
Fifteen or twenty
minutes I just sat here and thought and hoped and 4ust k.Mld
~ let it all cool off for a few minutes before I could even
discuss it with anybody.
~en I took a few telephone calls
and I talked to the office ~ o w we were going to handle i t
and go on.
It wasn't political until that point. From that
point on it was, "Let's figure how we are not going to get
burned in the next election based upon this."
It was still
what are you going to do tomorrow, too, that sort of thing.
We had already gone back to meeting the next morning on
article two, Sunday morning.
It was a very, very emotional
experience.
I think for everybody, even those that had never
thought doing anything but voting for impeachment.
I think
even they were filled with the emotion of the moment.
The
air that Committee.room was filled with Saturday night was
as thick as ocean water .._i-sAllfte.J::!man 1.

DFS -

Someone had made the cynical comment that he thought that some
of those who for a long time were in favor of impeachment were
acting that Saturday night, that this was a truly difficult
thing for them to do.
Did you notice that kind of reaction?

WF

I don't know.
I wouldn't impute that to anybody.
I can think
of the persons that they would be thinking about because they
did put on what you could say was a pretty good~ow.
I know
how emotional I was and I'm not going to charge them with havinc
any less potential for feeling, al though they wert:f~ertain.
I
mean, I was certain how they were all going to vote pnd I'm
sure they were too, in all honesty, .ii.th 15i1emsel--"il:e6. ~here were
some pretty drawn faces that had not been drawn before. ~
Jo-t_L..L - ktrow it.~et1ght te e!!.llou ~:=to stay iR the-re.

SPL -

As a result of everything, do you think that future generations
now have a clearer definition of an impeachable offense?

WF

Gee, I don't know.
I think they, yeah, yeah. ~ I think that
they also have the red-eyed law that you can't really define
it.
I mean they have a clear knowledge of it, if not a
definition.
They have a clear knowledge that it's got to
respond to the facts.
And I think that's the way it ought to
be, I wouldn't try to give a hornbook definition.
It's got
to be case law.
It's got to fit the facts and that's the way
it worked in this instance.
Like I said, that 200 year old law
was sufficient to the task and i t measured up in 1974.
So I
think that future generations have a method of operation that
I think will be invaluable.
I think the Committee's work in
terms of how do you move from here to there is a model to go by,
generally a model of behavior as well as bipartisanship, hard

'
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1tlF

work, all kinds of things that ought to be helpful should
anything like this ever~prise in the future. You're going
to have to rely on who~sitting in those chairs in the future
~ t as much as it just happened that it turned out well this
time. You know, our Coilliuittee was unique in a sense and the
fact that we were all la,.;yers and such a wond~rous cross-section;
you know, you had the feel t ~ looking at it-blacks, ethnics,
WASPS-you know you had it all, just a beautiful, beautiful
cross-section of America and what really had gone into making
this country unique in the whole world:t~:t1.:f;?y were wrestling
together as hopefully the founding fathers wrestled together.
j cs:-t: e:3 dili,cnit.ly a::i H~..'..--:1.
I like to think that they did.
It's got to be a model in the future. But still_.¼;t_~ing
to come down to ~ t ~ o~ete , j 9s t 1 ike I thi!lk'-~4 an
impeachable of fens~ They are ~ct.t~o have to see what the
facts are.
~

DFS -

What do you think are some of the beneficial effects of the
whole process?

WF

You know, I hate to think the troubles that we've had subsequent
to it -- you know, economics, foreign policy defeab, other
adverse things on the American scene, had they come along
without the intervention of our Committee 1 s performance in
f r o n ~ e American_people, it might have really caused
some
!i, o~ h,oknq a.3 seh.~re Uran to eursmtm.
It
might have caused some people to get turned off
hung in
there, I think, because their faith was renewed and restored
by what they saw accomplished in the summer of 74. I think
that's probably _the best thing to come out of it. And we kind
of h~etnre turned the clock back to old traditional. values
of right and wrong. '' Yes, Virginia, there is right and wrong. ,,
It was very timely, very timely.
I think young and old alike,
and some people say the young people had renewed faith, I think
the old people, too.
That the broad cross-section of America
got a renewed confidence in government that can be responsive,
can be responsible because of what we did. Now to some extent
it goes up and it goes down, Congress had a great rating after
that, in the Gallup and Harris polls, and now it's back down
again. But you know that's politics. You can't go anywhere
now that they don't remember.
I get recognized places I ought
not to get recognized, on an airplane somewhere, people say,
hey, don't I know you from somewhere, and I never tell them
· ~Fili¥ ur.fght knou n:te::::;fzom but they sometimes figure it out
and sometimes don't. People have a good recollection about it,
I mean they remember it:;good, whether they remember something
I did or whether~heir favorite guy was Chuck Wiggins orPfuany
of the~fa.1er2@ ~y was Charlie Sandman. It all comes out
good. Even if they supported Nixon, they remember the hero
on the Nixon side; it comes out they remember something good
about it.

.. •
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DFS -

It has been said that up to that time the White nouse, not
the President, the White House had become a virtu al fourth
of government, responsible not to the people, the law, but
itself. Do you think that's an extreme statement or would
say it's substantially accurate?

just
branch
to
you

WF

I think it has a whole lot of truth to it. I think that what
happened in our Committee last summer went a long way towards
restoring a balance of power between the legislative and executiv
branches. I think I had something to say about that at the
time. That you know what we did with that power was going to
be up to us, we mi,,gJ;li, ._f ~ l e the ball and I think we have not
used i t very wel~~~~ we've still got the opportunity to
use it. Part of this is because Gerald Ford's natural desire
and propensity~o let the legisla#~ranch be more of a
leader. But there is no question a
what we did knocked
the executive down a notch or two, maybe more than that.

DFS -

That was, of course, last August, 10 months ago, and by this
May you made the decision to tape your recollections, which
of course we're doing.. What were the factors that caused you
to say, yes, now, that might not have made you willing last
August or October? Is there a difference? Would you have been
more reluctant to do this last October than now?

WF

I don't think so, I would have ~ f receptive to it then, just
as now. ~would probably have a more even recollection of it,
although we may miss some of the specifics of it now.
It's
probably less subjective now, maybe more objective although we
lose some of the specific hindsight that we would ·have had
earlier on. But I would have been receptive to it at any point.
It's just a question of available time and thanks to you fellows
help putting it all together.
I think it's good that we do
this.
I hope that it will be worthwhile to somebody along
the line.

SPL -

I have one final question. Would you comment on the treatment
the inquiry received by the media. I think you began your
opening statement making a few comments about that.

WF

As I said, I think that everybody was against Nixon, but I
think that the media had its finest hour in terms of the
investigative reporting, Woodward and Bernstein are darn good
examples of it, although they violated a whole lot of ethical ·
rules of the profession, but their diligence and their
perseverance paid off. Because without them, I don't know
what would have turned up. All of these pressures kept
things turning up that it ultimately ended that what we had
what we did. They hung in there, they were interested. I
know everything I did or said or thought was fairly reported.

.
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They were anxious to know why I thought they were being unfair
to Nixon. It· was a very fair sort of job that I think that
they did, within the confines. Everybod:f;'was~ impeachment
anyway. The manner in which it was covered and transmitted to
the American people was so helpful I think. It enabled us to
do what we did I think, because of the instant total exposure.
I think that the television debates, if they were debates, the
television time that we had really is what transmitted to the
public the necessity of what we ended up doing. You can falsify
a whole lot of things or pa,. make it look like something it's
not but when it's a man or woman on that tube it sees right
down to the soles of your feet.
The American people perceived
that these were real people and the media helped that come
about. The news media, the newspaper people did a tremendous
job, too. . The med.ta. -frcr i!Aiil:5 sense i.R news reporting rose
to its highest level· during the coverage of our time.

DFS -

Well we want to thank you not just for the primary historical
information, but really for your just wonderful geniality and
informality; we really appreciate it.

WF

Well it's fun to relive it.

DFS -

The only stipulation is that you have to relive it more
informally at Hilton Head.

WF

You betcha.

-

Seriously.

r \OU-Je..r'> ~~~di 'j rotr(' ~,;e-nf
t.r1~J ~'1 f4~S c.,..>i~a,rrt,Ji~
Tape I, p3
WC -

And Flowers says, I want to be sure we are not goi ng to lose t his thing
on the noor if I vote for impeachment. You got to have a solid case.
Mann says we got 98', of the evidence. Flowers sais, you may have 105~
of the evidence, because some of this could never be used as evidence in
the Senate. That was the line of conversation, which we then discussed.
I said that t ~ are only two areas of impeachment, agency abuse and
obstruction o! justice. Jim Mann agreed. Not Cambodia, allowances L? J,
not the sale o! ambassadorships--that has been done by every administration.
That was standing right there in front of the committee room.

WF -

On the Republican side.

JM -

NQ\ it was on the Democratic side.

HF -

No, it was on the Democratic side.

CB -

I don't remember being present at that conversation.

JM -

No, you weren't.

WC -

I said I ·had some problem!! with the wiretaps being left for 22 mont.hs.
Walter said that they would have been derelict if they didn't try to
plug the leaks and then Mann and Flowers and I left so we could get back
together without the hard cores. And you mentioMd something, Walter,
Kalmbach .made a case on milk[?] ••••

WF -

You're jogging 'l'If1' mind. That sama day, at a subsequent roll call, you
apparaently mentioned that conversation to Caldwell Butler, because the
next·f ime the committee reconvened allili a r .& YB", Caldwell got up and came
over to me and said something about. maybe we are going to have a meeting
-some words to that effect. Do you remember?

CB -

I remember initiating a conversation with you sometime, but m:, recollection
is that ,I would have beBD talking with Cohen all the time. I also had
a conversation with Jerry iialdie. You told me, riding over in the trol.ly
one day about. the meeting-af'ter the Doar articles came out.

JM -

Yes, it was.

CB -

That llight nan been a.ft.er the Waldie conversation.

JM -

At that time I do not know i!' he had talked to the Democratic members ••••

WF -

One interesting thing-I can't put a date on it. In talking to Waldie,
who sat next to me, when I was particularly troubled and didnft really
have any ideas who was backing what two or three weeks from the date we
finally put it together, I asked, "Jerry, howmany are ·goi~ to vote for
impeachment?" ~eci. ~d ,. "I figure 26 or 27." And I remember how- ridiculous
I felt that w a s ~ . ~ f e l t that was absolutely absurd.

-

LAUGh"TER
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Tape I, p4
TR -

What day was July 18, we we had our informal conversation?

OS -

That was a Thursday, because t he Dear articles came out on the 19th,
a Friday.

CB -

That makes better sense.
the TV debates started.

DS -

And the coalition, as such, met for the first time on Tuesday the 23rd.

WF -

I think that Monday night when you [ JMJ and I and Ray were together
after the Democratic caucus ~eting earlier, ve talked for a couple of
hours over in your office-wkL'i:f{ was really the f~ist time that the
three of us had ever talked together formally. We all had talked
round about it. I had leaned over to you [RT] and Jim and I would
walk back and rorth together, but I think at that point the three of
us were amazed how close together our thinking was on the whole thing.
We excluded the same things and we included the same thir.gs.

TR -

When vas that now?

W'F -

Monday aj:ght before our Tuesday morning meetll'.g in your office.

TR -

Do you remember when you came over to me-I think it was on a Monday
after our business--and. you said, "Rails, why don't you get some guys
together?" Or something like that ••••

WF -

It was inevitable that we have a meeting soon-ea:::.gfcl~~ave

The 24th is the following W'ednesday, when

.
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HF -

That was the first time, Tom, you talked?
to them in the committee room?

You were the one who talked

TR -

Yeah, we had been meeting. It was that day that Walter came over and
said, "Why' don't you get some guys and I will get some guys and we '11
meet and talk about it?"

RT -

Walter, just before that meeting, we had our Democratic caucus. I
know it was amazing how closely we were on track. And at that caucus,
you remember there were still some strong discussion by some Democrats
about Cambodia and about taxes and everything and I read from a draft
I had before rne of the areas of concern that worried me. George
Danielson asked for a copy of it. He got it and made a Xerox. This
was the first draft I had worked on sometime over that weekend and maybe
on Monday morning it was actual.ly being typed up. Now because of the
dissatisfaction with the Doar work and then as a result of this you ( JMJ
suggested, I believe, or Walter, we ought to sit down and discuss it.
And that is as I recall the meeting: not my draft but a discussion of
the aeeas of concern that we shared. This led to the meeting in your
office.

Tape I, p5
JM -

Two little items of interest. In spite of our chit-chat during the
previous two weeks when things had .kinda started jelling, we never made
a committment to each other, or had expressed any indication, frankly,
as to what we were going to do. We just knew we were thinking that it
was disturbing us all in the same way-the same things vere disturbing us.
I had an interview Friday, a couple of days ago, with t he little fellow
with the glasses that represents Newsday ••• Mike Waldman. He proably
came to see most of us to get recollections a year later. But he
reminded me that on Saturday when the Judiciary Committee had its
informal session, he ran into you [WF] and me in the cafeteria, and
at that point I ahd told him that we were going to start to work on some
articles of our own.

WF -

Yeah, I remember that now; I had forgotten -~

VC -

And that Saturday there were only two or three Republicans around.

HF -

You had a cha~e to look at the articles prepared by the inq"1il7 staff
and perhaps thought they were not satisfactory?

JM -

I have to admit it is my nature to start from scratch ¥hen r:am doing
something, and so I didn't go back to look at these things and compare
them with even what we ended up doing. But we met and ve so quickly
jelled on what the issues were that we didn't need to go back and fidlle
with some factional things; we were just going to do those.

WC -

The phrase I recall you using, Walter, was, "Let's take the thing and
shake it down and let the pieces fall to the ones we can agree on. Let's
get all this evidence and shake it down and see what are the areas we
really agree on here."

CB -

When was that?

-·- WC .:..

That was the meeting in Rails' office on Tuesday morning.

WF -

;rt didn't take long to g e t ~ ?

TR -

Before we get there, I think that Ham, you (we J, and I and Caldwell
did have lunch. Tlri,s was about two weeks earlier in the Members'
diningroom. At that point I had no idea that Caldwell was about to
even consider vqitng for impeachment. It was a chance meeting.

WC -

No, it wasn't. That was the day we had the blowup with Hutchinson,
and Caldwell was not there.

CB -

I W8.Bil't back to the caucus, but I was back there to lunch.

WC -

That's right. That was the day ve: were all upset when Hutchinson said,
"Let's r±nd out who is going to vote for impeachment." And I said, "I
don't know how I am going to vote."

CB -

Hamilton and you and I had lunch and Rails came in with somebody and
joined us later.

Tape I, p6
WC -

You were having an interview with Judy Flanders of the Washington ~ -

TR -

No, you are talking about a luncheon at the Capitol Hill Club.

WC -

Yeah.

TR -

I am talking about another one.

WF -

You went out to lunch with all tb6se chicks, didn't you?
/jtfa,

TR -

r2:-ir>I-·L/cr(.u-., 0x-£~
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TR -

No, this is another meeting at which you [WC] were not present and I
think it was kind of a chance meeting. It wasn't planned in any way.
The three of us got tQ8ether, and this was before I had a.ny inkling
that Caldwell might consider voting !or impeachment, and we just expressed our concerns. Now there was another meeting over at the Capitol
Hill Club later.

HF -

Bill Cohen, you, and I were having lunch with Caldwell and I joined you.

TR -

Yes, and I came in late.

HF -

Could you tell ~ why you and Caldwell were having lunch tn!St-'day?

Over at the Members' dining room.

LAUGHTER
HF -

What was the genesis of going over there together?

't•C -

I rarely go to the Capitol Hill Club, not being a member of it, so
I cannot imagine why I was going with Caldwell.

CB -

That was in my palmy day-s when I could have afforded to be a member.

WC -

I was filling you in on what had happened that morning. And you were
pretty disturbed about Hutchinson's attitude--that he cannot imagine
any Republican ever voting for impeachment.
~
You know, there is something I don't think I ever ~ about at allthat you all had a blowup with Hutchinson.

WF TR -

Incidentally', I got the dates on that blowup.
documented, too.

I have the whole meeting

WC -

What happened is that Hutchinson's remarks were initially directed to
me, and you [TR] were sitting off to the right. "Let's find out, let's
take a little show of hands to show how many are going to vote for
impeachment." And then Tom jumped in at that point and said, "Well,
I don't know how I am-I might_very well vote for impachment."

· Tape I, p7
TR -

Hutchinson said, "I cannot see how any Republican could even consider
voting for impeachment. Let's get it out in the open!" Ar.d he looked
around the room.

HF -

I think the exact words were, "How any Republican Congressmen can vote
to impeach a Republican President?"

TR -

Yes, that's right.

HF -

That agitated me because the assumption was that therefore it would be
perfectly right to vote to impeah.h a Democratic Presidnet.

LAUGHTER

TR -

Exactly!

HF -

Let it all bang out.

TR -

Yes, that is waht I was trying to tell him: I might vote to impaach your
Republican President.

HF -

You [TR] were the only one who spoke out to answer him.
quiet because ••••

iiC -

It got pretty shrill and then Wiggins is the one who broke it up.

TR -

Yeah.

RT

And he said, "Let's get it out into t he open •••• "

I stayed absolutely

- Do any of yuu recall speculation in advance of our group getting together
that we;;;:vere likely to get together and that there might be a bi-partisan
group emerging? I had it in my mind there was speculation.

WF -

There was press speculation to that effect.

RT -

In advance of ra:, ever hearing about any group meeting, maybe a week in
advance"?

' CB -

I have some references here [notes]. Rails and Walter ar.d I talking
in the comnittee room. Rails valking out with me and said, "You know,
you and I and Walter got this thing in our hands." That is just about
the way he put it. And then we started speculating on which way
everybody was going, and that was just before we met on Tuesday morning.

WF -

I believe it was simply- inevitable !J}at tp.e s:.e]lter coalesced, and we
were f'oreed to do it when we did byJt~T~
'everything else here,
we deal in deadlines. And it was gettin so that there wasn't arr:,
time left. So we backed of'! a deadline and it happened that it was
Tuesday morning that we got together.

HF -

I don't recall the speculation that we would get together. But you
recall that it was anound this time-it must have been on the 16th,
17th, or 18th--that Timemagazine saw fit to take a photograph on the
Capitol steps which included He~7 Smith ••••

1
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TR -

What prompted you [WFJ on that Monday afternoon to come over to me and
say, "Let's get our guys together"?

WF -

The time frame.

TR -

White said, I think, that you were asked to do that by Rodino.

WF -

No, it was the time frame, strictly. We'd all been talking, and hell,
we were all going public a day and a. half lat er. We had to get our -J l--c-:.... S(_.~
im- organized ~

RT -

The only thing we had is what Doar had put together.

HF -

This is what troubled me, Jim. The perfect story to me was that, being
scaeduled for television, we voted anyhow on the schediJl.ed start,
Wednesday evening, and here we are, Monday, and where was an article of
impeachment? Where wes an,ything to put before us? I heard abuut a
group that involved Edwards, on the Democratic side, but I never knew
any more about it-that they were writing articles of impeachment.
But doesn't it seem strange? I! we hadn't met Tuesday morning, we would
still be there.

TR -

Yeah!

JM -

My recollection of that little steering gorup is not very good because
there wasn't much said about them then. I just see Pete looking at 'em
every now and then; obviously there was Edwards and Sarbanes . and Brooks.

WF -

I think that Pete had the feeling, Jim, that it was going to have to
emerge from the middle or it wasn't goi~ toily• F.a had some kind of
confidence that it was going to happen ~d:ji,ee direction, just by
faith.

TR--

It was just inevitable.

JM -

That group never presented any words, any articles. I met with them one
time to show them what we were doing. It was either the first or second
article, I don't remeber which.

HF -

They were not independently preparing anything?

JM -

Yes, they were studying and tx-y-;_ng to prepare some language, but it was

never presented to me, and I never did see it.
HF

- But they did get the word on Tuesday to hold off-that the actual product
would come out of Railsbaek's office?

JM -

No, not in that fashion, although they could have been getting some
word from Doa.r, with whom I was working very closely, as we were preparing
those things. They could have gotten the word in that fashion.

HF -

Sure seems a sloppy way of approaching the thing ••••

1'
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RT -

There are two things that I should mention about the now of information
both ways. It relates periphera..lly to this. I remember so well the
statement you [ JM] made one ti.me, either in a caucus or in agroup
meeting of a number of De ■oerats, that it was going to be crucial
exactly what abuses were iden:tilied and the lang,Jage which was used to

describe what the offenses were-that getting a correct structm-e together
was going to be a decisive thing. You did not indicate which way you
would view it, but that you were going to have that kind of test. I
followed some of that langauge andon the 19th I used the phrase that it
depended upon the structure of vonds being created. Ve were all
fumbling for that. I talked with Sarbanes and Don Edwards and other
people who were on the drafting colllllittee and outlined the same
concerns that some of · .us had - the abuse of power and the obstruction
of justice. So they were aware, I think, as this was going on of the
things that were troubling Walter and you and me and others.
..F - You ought to remember, I think,the Democratic ca.ucu.s meetings, which
-~~··· . .... ~ described t. ! t h.ic gt 9UJ3 as _group theQ]py sessions where they would
try to make sure that everybody' s t.hinking the sue way-"M.;.wb• 1t i ~

~-and it was obvd.ous they were trying to bring us three along
with them. The whole purpose of the meeting was to get us to go along
with their way of thinking.

RT -

But we all shared a geeat man;y ideas in the p~li 11i nary drafting. I
know that I did, for I was just noundering, and no structm-e of words
had appeared. I was trying to reach some and now we were all appraoehi.ng
it together.

JM -

In e!fect we were saying that we were not going to accept arr, radical
language or unprovable assertions-that type of appraoch.

HF -

In other words, after we got the Doar book with variations of articles
of impeachment, you, Ray, and you, Jim, independently of each other, just
took it upon 7ourselTes to start drai"ting?

JM -

Monday morning I met in my office with Bill Blmrt, whom I had borrowed
from Tom Geddes, a political science professor fro■ Winthrop College,
who was up here as an intern.

WF -

I think he was rlth us at that lunch deal with the Newsday guy.

JM -

Yes, he was. He and I were talking then about drafting articles and
on Monday morning he and John Labowicz of the impeachment staff met with
me 1n my office early and I le.ft him in iey- office all day, scattered all
out on the noor ·.anc1 working on articles during all that day. There's
where I got JJJf draft of arr article that I had Tuesday 110rning when we
met. As a result of their efforts I had started.

HF -

Lucky fer us you had that initiative.

JM -

Well, I don't know.
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LAUGHTER.
CB -

And then we had a procedural discussion on the problems of how we vill
vote when it gets to the floor. The group of us recognize that if we
hang together and work on something together we can control the rules
and actions on tr.e articles of impeachment, a."ld so we prettJ much agreed
that we are going to try to draft them. Jim Mann is going to work on
the area of abuse of power and Railsback and Cchen on the obstruction of
justice. I guess I'll be working with them and Mooney. So ve discussed
drafts and read them over, kicked it around, and sort of agreed that
we'd look at it again before that evening. We are going to 111eet again
afeer we get thru our meeting tonight. We re j ected the possibility
of inviting Harold Froelich because he had told us that the Republiearus
and he didn't want to improve on the defective articles. Ee wanted
technically defective impeachment resolutions that he could vote against:

LAUGHTER.

that is wrong. And we did not invite Henry
Smith because we felt he was a hopeless ease.

We Republicans here feel

WC -

Caldwell, could I interrupt right there on the Froelich thing? In rq
notes, we had a leadership meeting right around the same time, either
a few days before or after, in which Froelich made the statement that
the Democrats are going to come up with a piece or shit and we are
going to clean it up tor them.

CB -

That's right.

we -

Remember, you said, "Yeah, you [Froelich] would probably vote for it."

He said, "Yeah, probabl.7 I will."

TR -

Yes, that's right.

CB -

He eaid he was ti..""ed of us ell!'!ani ng up their shit.

LAUGHTER.

~

.

,

l f&i-- ~ w ~ MY
~
WF -,1 ✓the only show in town WHf1 you guy-s have ;.e,t. a majority.
11

LAUGHTER.
CB -

The only note I have is that we did not invite Larry Hogan because we
thought he was going on his own am wasn't real.17 t-roubled by the t ~
that were troubling us. He had other problems, like being governor.

n5 -

Let me ask a. question here that ve forgot in the individua.l interviews.
Did the prospect of a non-elected vice-president, in this case Ford, wver
play any part in making you a little more hesitant?

TR and All CB -

No, I don't think so.

I don't even remember that question coming up.
now as it was then.

It is about as relevant
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TR -

One thing we have not emphasize enough- is the fact we re j ected John
Doar's and Jenner's articles. I remember that really inte~sted me
to the extent that I thought we should write them. I thought that
they were guilty of overkill.

CB -

Absolutely.

HF -

Don't you remember everybody commenting that we really had to reduce
and refine these subsections of any article down to things that were
absolutely sure and provable and direct. We used the phrase that we
cannot have something where you might show three or tour pieces of
evidence that supported it and someone else come forth with three or
four pieces of evidence that confuted it. That kind of th.::..ng we just
couldn't have.

TR -

Sure.

WF -

That is what we meant. by the lowest comaon denominator; we didn't
minimul! charge. We meant the abeolute minimum, iron-clad provable.
We wanted to document it one at a time. If we' re going to impeach
the Presidmrt, it was going to have to be on s0111e God-awful charge
he had done 1 something big and enormous and terrible. It had to be .J.u:.c,;,,..,;
a telescopel) vision rather than a ride-angle,f camera.

~"-fTR -

Sure.

CB -

I·,don't think we wasted five minutes on agency.
this sort of thing was out of it.

TR -

I recall a little different from that. I think you could have bought
superint.endancy, couldn't you, or could you [RT]? You were about the
only one.

RT -

I do agree that it never raised itself to anr point of consideration
that the person in line for succession was a non-elected Tice- ·
president; however, I do think it would have increased a burden,
not an unovereomable increase, but it would have increased this
psychological burden on me, if we had been dealing with the situation
whereby impeaching the President, a Democratic sr,eaker of the House
was going to succeed. I think that would have had an effect.

WF -

What if Agnew was still vice-presi dent?
to us?

CB -

That would have lessened the burden some of us had.

TR -

It would have been different.

DS -

Getting back to the point that Walt.er was making before about the
lowest c011112on. provable denominator. If you were so concerned about
getting a provable case, how is it that three days later the specificity
thing caught everybody seemingly by surprise?

Every-boar agreed

What would h a ~ t done

'

,r
,.,
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HF -

That was becaw,e the same evidence worked eventually in both articles.

JM -

Let's get back to the very- important point that we sloughed over a
moment ago, this business of direct involvement by the Presidnet the agenc7, super-agency, accountabilit7, and so forth. M;y recollection
is not very good here, but I think that at that first meeting, there
was considerable reluctance on the part of the Republicans, in general
terms, in that group, to appi,- the theory- of agencr or the extent or
accountabilit7.

WF -

You mean "take care that the laws will be faithfully executed"?

JM -

Yes, the action of subordinates. In my own mind I definitelyfelt
that there: should be that degree of accountability, and I vas just
drifting along with the group, knowing that ultimately we would have
t!) conclude that the language that we agreed on would imply that t:rpe
of accountability and ultimatel,7 it did. I don't know if each of ws
made that specific decision on that point with reference to each
detailed item. In some cases we would say that acoountabilit7 with
what Peterson did or didn't do, what Ehrlichman did or didn't do ••••

WF -

I think, Jim, what all of ws were thinking is, "Are we going to
impute a standard to Nixon that nobody had been w:il H ng to hang
Johnson and Kennedy on. I think we all got away from that, though.
We were talking about a standard. for the office of the presidancy;
whether or not the previows guy had abided by that stan:ia.rd, henceforth it ought to be the standard. To that extent I think we did
move to accountability and into the theoey of' superintendency. I
think that vu very much a part o£ article two - that he has the
affirmative duty to take care that the laws are faith:rully executed
knlig

F>.2§' I bj]_:J-fsi?.7..

JM -

But I recall prett7 strong expres~ions that we weren't goiJ:lg that far
when we first start ed taJking. You may recall otherwise.

TR -

I think you a...-e right. The point you raise is very, very apt and I
think we ought to get into it in this outline.

TM -

What happened at that first meeting was that kind o!' discussion. I
went back to rif1' office and tried to work up some language. I then
worked out different drafts, coming up with the draft that I would
give to the group. This is draft two, three, and four, before I had

something that I thought I could give the Members to work with.
JM -

I think you and I had agreed to conmmicate the next few hours; we
were both going to work on it.

END OF TAPE I.
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We really need to interview John Doar; why not just call him and get
his recollections? He came to see me that prerious week before the
committee drafts were made avail.a ble to the members. Labovicz had
also come to see me. John Doar .had come· to see me with those drafts
two or three days before the co!Uli.ttee got them, and he had the habit
in this period to meet me at 8:00 almost every- morning. He would call
and say-, "Can I come over?" And I said, "Yes." .And that happened one
morning during that prior week he came over and brought those drafts
and wanted me to study the11 over and give mr opinion about them. I
don't recall reporting back to him on those drafts. I had the same
reaction that Tom has expressed: I thuught they were over3tated and
just kind of turned 'em off, and started to think about drawing other
articles. During the process of drawing article one, I think his input
was substantiall7 less than it w-as on article two. My work was primarily with Bill Blunt and John Labovicz. And of course I have no
recollection of what I might ha.,,-e done during the afternoon of Tuesdayand prior to 10:30 Wednesday morning in the way of workil'tg on article

one.
proble ■

WF -

Well, article one didn't really corustitute the
two did.

that article .

JM -

That's exactly right.

WF -

I know that all thru the thing we were worried about article two in
stating in co111D0n parlance a viable ~ e of action [?] .
~

JM -

lie mentioned just a minute ago, when the tape vent out, that even in
our initial meeting we spent Tel7 little time talking about obetru.ction
of justice. We vent right into those nitt7-gritty- pi,oble~ of abuse or
power. So it was just kind of a drafting and language problem that
caused me to think that I should continue to work on article one • . !'11
sorry to say that I am more o~ a last-ainute man than most o! you are;
I realiJr can't work until the pressure is on, so article two could wait.

nt-

At that time was
there a
whom 7ou were talking?

JM -

I recall absolutel7 no input from that group.

TM -

What group, for the record, are we talking about?

JM -

Well, I only visited with that group one time that I recall, could haTe
been twice. I vent to a roo■ near Jack Brooks' office i n the far corner
of Rayburn and just gave them a progress report and went over the
language I had, and the:rmade one or two suggestions, but nothing of
af11' substance. That was that.

WF -

Rodino's drafting group was Sareanes, Edwards, Conyers, and maybe Brooks.

TM -

Was this draft 5 or 6 that ,-ou vere talking about?

JM -

No, I am inclined to think this vas on article two.

De ■ocratic

group, a steering col!lllittee, to
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CB -

You don't think there was anybody that edited our art i cle one?

JM - No, I do not.

CB -

It was accepted pretty much?

JM -

I don't recall arrr other ••••

WF -

Jim, I think we on the DellOCratic side need to volunteer acre here because
To■' s stuff here is orientated to the Republican side.
I think we
sloughed off some more important stuff on our side than even these guy-s
know about. - that was the kind of friction that was building up on the
Democratic . side probabl.7 aimed more towards me than you gll1S because I
had been more outspoken and I had been more the cutting edge in making
sure that we seTen were in the driver' s seat. Some of the gu-rs were
getting ticked off at me and I knew it. I t ~ j ~ } ..~ ~ o n
operable strategy- it was to get at 'Ill',/ positio
?'J;----You-..,e~·o ing to
be the go-between on the articles because you
d not 11ade them mad at
you, but I think a011e of them were susp:bcious ar what we vere going to
do right down to the last minute.

JM -

I recall one theme that ran thru the Democratic sessions, and we had two
tn,es of sessions. One was back in Rodina's office behind the committee
roo11, usual.17 at mid-day. And then we frequent~ had a early- morning
session in Jerr,- Ziefman's 01'.fi~ back on the hall. There was one theme
that built up during that time as we started of!, when we more or less
laid down the law that there wasn't going to be a:rq radicalization of this
process, and that there would probab~ be no more than .the tvo articles
- or three. The ones only that were found in the documents. And we
thought we had agreement .for a while that Brooks and Mesvimk;y and Drina..n
or whoever else were not even acing to int.reduce their articles on
Cambodia, on taxes, and the like. W"e thought we had that kind of agreement. That started eroding and the chairman indicated he couldn't prevent
them from doing that.

WC -

Jim, did that start eroding after the procedural vote when Valdie and
Kastenmeier kind of snuffed out Walter's theory about not going back
to vote each separately? Is that when it came apart?

WF -

I thinksome of them thought that they ahd lost me at that point. They
thOlJ8ht I was going to end up Toting the other way on account of this
nap. I don't think that lasted very long.

JM -

The erosion-well, you can see what .t'olks vent for those - af.f'ected
some people that we r e ~ thought would not stick to theidea of not
giving a:rry credence to those other articles. We expected erosion from
several people like Drinan, Holtzman, Conyers, Mesvinsky ••••

HF -

But the Democratic caucus had agreed, had it not, to withhold votes on
all articles until the final article had been considered?

JM -

Yes, that was right.

TR -

What happened?

EF -

What happened with Kastenmeier?
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HF -

[ ?]

I was the one the one who suggested that to Rodino. I said that I think
it would make it easier and he would get more people on our side if there
was just one vote.

WF -

And we had tacitly assured you people that we could handle that. And
then this ca'W!ed a nap in our group. I just laid it out to them and
they Tery reluctantly agreed to go along. I am not sure that Kastenmeier was in there at that ti.me. ~l:i~IJ when I introduced the resolution
a lot o! guys on our side played ~ a n d all of tpe, ~her r ellows on
your side wanted to make it rougher on you guys - : ; ~ Wiley Maynes ,.
went along with the Drinarus and the Conyers and the Kastenmeiers on
our side. Eilberg was very cross with Kastenmeier; he thought he'd
broken a deal that was an understanding.

TR -

Exactly.

WF -

Don Edwards walked past me, and I was down at that point, because I
thought that we had been done in and we had broken faith with you
people - that is waat bothered me. And this had been the first time
that ve had said we could do something and it hadn't worked out that
way. And Don Edwards - he is such a nice gq r even tho he is on the
other side of most issues - said, ,.Walter, I don't blame you." In
other words, his old buddy Kastenmeier had violated faith and Don
Edwards is not the kind of gay wbo would do this. And I said, "Well,
Don, I try and not get mad but somewhere down the line I am going to
get even." I ha~'t done it yet.

LAUGHTER.
HF -

You have a long memory.

JM -

You will find frequently during that week the Democaatic members met
pretty often. Most o! the meetings were merely for progress reports ..
on the preparation or articles and questions. And of course there
were two or three meetings on the specificity problem that arose.

WF -

So maey or our meetings, as Jim as said, were times taken off the
front end of the schedule of the committee time; that's particularly
because our drafting effort was ~
_. a last minute effort. We walked
in with article one about thirty minutes late because it had to be
redone at the last minute. I know this put the TV announcers and commentators in a heck of a bind, because we'd schedule a meeting for
7:00 but not e11erge into th~ main committee room tmtil 8:15 or 8:30.

JM -

Getting back to article one. I had no independent recollection of
haring met with any group of DeDocrats. I am certain I didn't,
frankly, to approve that language. But I did vi.th Jchn Doar and so
he had an input.

WF -

Jim, I don't think they really cared, do you? The main line Democrats
weren' t really concerned about what it was as long as Urey got their
articles.
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JM -

And Bittaan lied like hell.

CB -

or

WF -

Well, I think y-ou were right, certainly in retrospect.
operation.

TR -

Sure.

WF -

Typical, y-ou know, deception.

TR -

I aa sure sure you could have proved it.

WF -

It was ..,- !'eeling that it was not as strong as the other, and we were
getting int.o trouble to put itinto that category.

HF -

That's right.

course he did.
That was a cold

I realJ.7 don't mean that Bittaan lied like hell. Bittaan was at our
hearil!g and when asked that question by- St .Clair, he gave a partial
answer that said soaething that clearly indicated that he wasn't being
candid, ll8king full disclosure, and I had the urge to follow hi■ on
the question, but. I didn't and so we really didn't develop fro■ Bittman
. what all ve could have. ·
/J
,
~ WF - I theught that Bittman was the true lnlllin!f?J.
JM -

~-

WC -

I spent a considerable time with Bittman on that one thing, about his
approach to Colson.

WF -

I didn't think the truth was in Colson.

CB -

I don't want our little record here to indicate a weakness on this
solicitation o!' false testiaori;r. The examples ju.st don't occur to me
right now, but there were se"t'eral cases where basic~ he told McGruder
• • • • It's the bar association that he is reall.7 worried about. [?]

WF -

"We will take care of that, too.

CB -

Yes, all those discussions.

RT -

He• 11 know who can get his license ••••

TM -

"Tell him personally I said hello, that I inquired about. his fa~."

CB -

That is the Doar theory all along, a wink is enough i!' 7011 rink at the

We can get his license back too."

right time.
TM -

Looking at H, disseminating information received from the Department of

Justice" -

that's Peterson.

HF - We might just conteaplate what difference it is now from a. yea:r ago:
two to one plus one - there is a lot of difference between that and
21 to 17.
JM - There sure is.
TR - Peter was trring to control the crazies.

CB - I don't think the matter would have been referred to the present committee, do you?
HF - It might have been.

But the Republicans would not have been shown all

these considerations.
CB - Well, I feel that ~ow it is not that representative of enn the whole body.
SL - What if Cellar had still been chairllan?
WF WC - What if Jack Brooks had been chairu..n? /If Cellar had been chairman, ~
don't think he would have brought it along. He would have stifled it
somehow or another. I don't think he ever thought that Nixon should have
been iapeached. iihat do you all think?

c:::J2-

TR - I just saw him the other night.

He is looking senile.

Good guy.

LAUGHTER.
WC - A Railsback remark.
I5 - On that autobiographical remark [TR - That was great, thank you. J, I
would like to make one more comment. Do you recall that in most of
your interviews, I told that little analogy- of Lincoln saying that
if you want to stop religion or a church - well, this is the time to
give the credit to the real author, Ray Thornton. Tell 'em right.

APPLAUSE.
RT - If you want to stop the construction of a church, don't start an argument
with the religion, but over the location of the building.
D.5 - We showed that again tonight.

tomorrow.
END OF TAPE IV AND OF SF.SSION II.

Shall we adjourn?

You know the agenda for
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wh7 I finally gave in frankly, because I knew that even tho you all
were going to vote on the article, you were unhapw.

JM - That's

RT - The indication was that you would vote for articlce II whether or not that
addition was included.

TR - Exact~.

I could have supported it, vi.th it or not.

JM - Your position on that finally' caused me to make a separate article.

WC - It really belonged as part of I rather than of II.
RT - You're correct -

the obstruction or justice.
whether to add it to article II.

But the discussion was

TR - That's right. But I think that at one point, we did discuss making it
part of the Watergate coverup.

WC - That's right. When it came up for debate during McClory' s article III,
I believe, Ray, you said something and I said something at that time that
we were supporting an amendment on the noor or so~hing to that effect
- to have it included in article I or II, and not as a separate article.
RT - That's right, but I would haTe still supported it as a separate article.
'liC - That's right, you did say that during the debate.

TR - I just felt that we had not exhuasted our proper remedies to enforce the
power that we had, there were also other measures.
HF - Do you still feel that way?

TR - Yes, I do.

[ ? ]- I am not sure that I do &ey110re.

[Mr.

Mann takes telephone call].

TR - For the record, let me just state that I felt there ve~ certain customary,
traditional procedures that the Howse had available to it to enforce subpoenas, and also to enforce collpliance with subpoenas, and they involved
letting a gr17 come be.fore the House with an attorney to confront the body.

CB - 'What you call due process.
TR - Yeah, due process. And the other part of it was e2cutive privilege.
I thought that we had a right probably to go into court and I thought

that it would have sustained the House in its attempt to get that material
against the argument of executiTe privilege, but I thought the Presidnet
had a right to assert that.

.It!'..,,

-

We ll , I didn't support anything to do vi.th it, but I initialJ.y_J~lt that
we did not eleTate it to that status because we should have ~ i t e d
him for conte11pt for failure to comply or we should have gone to the
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HF - I think the example that Ray gave, if we had been thwarted from the
start, and gotten nothing we'd asked for, you're saying then that we

just would have said, "Yes, you're absolved"?

TR - Assume that there isa threat, that the
the Congress, but there is no evidence
past Presidents have exerted executive
certain things that they felt belonged
doctrine gives way ••••

President is going to dissolve
of it. I'm saying that in the
privilege and failed to produce
to the exectuve. I think that

HF - Do we find that in the Constitution?

WC - Where is the doctrine of executive privilege spelled out in the Constitution?
TR - It is not.

HF - You're balancing a specific authority written into the Constitution,

vested in the House of Representatives, with something that is implied
from c~om and practice and respected as an important principle but
not specified.
.1~

WF - But not on impeaclialw:e-proceedings [?].

TR - No, it's never been.
WF - This is not a normal information-seeking device for the Congress to find

out about an authorization bill.
TR - Now wait, let me make make it very clear.

I think taht executve privilege
gives way in this case. I am not agreeing with what the President did
or what he asserted. What I am sayir.g is he did assert it, and there has
to be somebody to determine whether it should give way. I am saying the
impartial arbiter would be the Su¢eme Court.

HF - When you have the sole power, where is the arbiter?

There is

not

any

distinction or need.
TR - I'll tell you, Rauol Berger would disagree.

WF - Who's he?
~C - That was a minority view.
would agree that it would be appropriate under the circumstances to
have a contempt proceeding, as a forerunner of impeachment, but should
Congress determine that the refusal was unwarranted, then impeachment is

JM - I

our only remedy •
·'!'R - Exactly.

it.
TR - But you exhaust every avenue first.

CB - Now wait a minute.

WF - You don't think you got to go to court, Jim?
CB - It is not your only remedy, because you can go-~to court to enforce your
subpoena~~
,,u:~

w'F - We could~Fishbait Miller after him.

LAUGHTER.
of impeachment by permitting the
court to determine whether or not certain informa.iion should or should not
be turned over?

TM - How do you sacrifice rour sole power

TR - Yeah, how does that affect your sole power?

CB - I don't think the court would go that far. The court would have to determine if it was related to our impeachment inquiry or we had a reasonable
basis for it, not whether we were entitled to t he information or not.
That would probably' be another question.
JM -

It might not have been an impeachment inquiry initially.

WC - The court would have to determine whether you are seeking relevant in-

formation, and in order to !ind out what is relevant, they'd have to find
out what is an impeachable offense.
WF - If they do that, then they are invading your power to impeach.

That was the argument that Jenne:- used to defeat Railsback' s
motion to go to the court in the first place.

WC - That's correct.

HF - A solid argument.
WC - Once you get into the question of relevancy, you have to define impeachment
and then you have the court de!L"ling an impeachable offense as opposed to
the Congress.

TR - Alex Bickel came right back and detroyed in effect Jenner's argument.
WC - I agree with Nora Ephron that you wear ice cream suits and that probably
affected the validity of the argument.
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WC -

I think one other point could be made so long as we are on this light
note, and it's the one you made last night, Ray, that all of ~ thought
durimg the course of the impeachment, how in the world could !cmeone,
who knew he was being recorded, had his own taping system set up, and
having engaged in the conversations he did and they did, how could they
allow the recording to take place? Then when we compare it vith what we
did the past day, and what we are doing now, the answer becomes rather
clear: that these will never see the light of day.

LAUGHI'ER.

HF - I certainly want these edited before they do see the light of day.
JM - Let's don't fail to recall though, contrary to the impression that I got

a moment ago, that there was a brief discussion concerning these matters
in our meeting, because it involved the position of Rails and W'alter
with reference to whether this should be an impeachable offense, and that
discussion caused Ray Thornton in effect to develop an amendment to article
III, which was presented to the Democratic caucus, and I guess to the
full colllllittee when it was considered.
RT - Right, and it was adopted.

CB - It was salutary in every sense of the word.

RT - What it did, Tom, once
on a failure to comply
a clearly identifiable
which was demonstrated

It surely did im;,rove it.

again was to tie the right to have an article based
with subpoenas to two elements: one, that it was
effort to get specific evidence related to an offense
to be an impeachable offense by other evidence.

CB - It was the finding of a jurisdictional prerequisite for il'llpeac!'Unent.

Yeah,

that is a good one.
JM - I just looked at article III.

I don't see that language ended up in it.

nT - Yes, it does.
JM - Yes, I see it now.
~

- It, second, was necessary in order to resolve by dii'ect evidence factual
questions relating to presidential direction, knowledge or aP?roval of
action, demonstrated by other evidence, to be substantial grounds for i~
peachment.

u"M - Right •
·,i? - Frankl:;", it just boggled my- mind that we were going to get down to what

at the time I considered a rather technical kind of legalistic approach
t o the matter, when we were dealing with these offenses--and in retrospect
I changed rrr:, position - but then these God-awful offenses like obstruction
of j ustice, abuse of sensitive agencies, and things that would be politically
sexier• back home than failure . to comply with a subpoena issued by a
bunch of Democrats in the ijouse ofRepresentatives. And you know, how many
times have you heard Eddie liEbert say, i'we got fifty subpoenas sitting A
the Armed Services Committee, and the Congress doesn't honor suppoenas of
the j udicial branch, if they don't want to. ,,,
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HF - Why was it that Sarbanes and Hungate were chosen, and that you yourself
weren't interested in presenting the substitute?
TR - Yes, that's agood question.

.

~

'liF -

He•~ 7smart, but he ain't dumb.

LAUGHTER.
JM -

I think that says it as well as anything. In the first place, politically,
I did not want to be out front. I think that is the most obvious answer ,
I can give. Secondly, I knew that these were both people of ability and
moderation and the image would be just the right one to present.

WF - That's the way I viev it
JM -

too.

That' s the only real answer.

CB - I think it was a pretty good choice, all things considered. It would have
been hard for Kaste?111eier or Edwards to put that over vith the same conviction that Hungate did, the same standard.
WF -

It would have been hard for yuu all to go along rith it.

CB - Yeah, that' s what I :neant.
WC - Let me say this about Hungate: my opinion changed. I wa.!n•t terribly
impreseed vith his opening statement because it was too light, flippant
for the gravity of the proceedings.
T!i - Yeah, sure.
'liC - And so he would not have been my choice because of his Missouri humor,
his Mark Twain quotes, and so forth. I would not have picked him,

but I would have picked Sarbanes as opposed to Hungate, but then during
the course of the debate, my opinion changed on ~..ir.gate, because he cid
a serious and good job.
CB - I have a note that Bob McClory came over to me ar..d asked me if I would
be interested in introducing one o-r those things. I can't figure out
which one it was, but you know I thought it was a little bit presumptuous
and I didn't give that a whole lot of thought.
LAUGfil'ER •

CB - But where in the world did he get that from?
TR - There is one other thing about McClory. I had heard that he was really
going to come out strong against article I. So I called him and in effect
said, "McClory, if 701,1 come out too strong against article I, I think we
are going to make a ~onkey out of you. Here is what we have." And I
listed the chain of events where we could prove that the President had
not told the truth.

·e - :ie' s got to be schizo-ohrenic to come out strong against article I and
support article II. You got to be kidding.
T &l ~l.7M."0

- Well, one, go back to before that, when Ziefma.n became general counsel to
the committee - I thought that was a miserable choice. He vas a nice
enough guy, and he was always solicitous of me for some reason or seemed
to be, and maybe he vas that way with everybody, I don't know. But he
never never made a point that ma.de any sense. He never had arrr input into
anything. All the comdttee work he had any input in or control over, even
before impeachment, floundered. He was no aid at all to Rodino. Nov perhaps in compiling the works, the documents, he did a helpful thing - you
know, the first thing ve got from the staff. It was pretty- good. But
Ziefman was jealous of John Doar from the word "go". He was backbiting eve-ry time he could put a barb into the comnittee stai'f, he vas doing it.
He was sowing discontent on our side all the while. This is a terrible
thing to say, but I think the ~ would have liked nothing better to see
the whole thing blow up and ~ Doar look bad. It was totally sour grapes,
I think,that he wasn't in charge of the proposition.
RT - You said that a little more delicately than I would have, Walter.

LAUGHTER.
HF - Wow, outspoken. That takes care of Ziefman.
[sic?] book answered satisfactorily'?

Now do1you have the Breslin

WF - Well, what I really- got mad about is he didn't list me as a damn eagle
in that statement right there.

LAUGHEER.
CB - How do you know?
WF - I just read it. But I'm not a chicken either. That's worse, I come out
kind of neuter. None of us have been mentioned. We are neither the eagles
nor the chickens. We don't have anything to do rith impeachment. That
shows how dumb he is.

LAUGHTER.
·HF - I think that is basically it. He was too close to a couple of people who
didn't know what vas happening.
:OS - On article II, are there any other matters that any one would want to
cornnent on?

WC - I wanted to put in at one time, as I recall, something on the Judge 131Tne
case and that was quickly dismissed. There wasn't too much support for it,
but one item that had been talked about.
~

- You know, there vas a laund-ry list of maybe eleven areas, but they were
quickly cut down. Somewhere along the line, ar.d it rill appear from these
drafts, a decision was made, or I acquiesced in - I will put it that way
immodestly - taking that subparagraph out of article II and letting a
third article be drawn. I assume that John Dear drew the third article.

/
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TR - Of course we wanted him involved.
HF - Will Dear be able to help us out there?

TM - We intend to interview him in the next few weeks.

b

!,~
I arranged with him to go to make a labi::3 :i:..g ~
speech in Birmingham, Alabama, to about 400 blue ribbon, fat cat lawyers,
two-t~~ of whom I ain sure were card-carrying Republicans. And he made
the damndest speech. Of course I was in the audience. He included everybody, and he gives the comraittee all the credit, and he, John Dear, was
just there to help us develop the facts and he likened us a.1.J:ost to
saving the Constitution, to the guys that wrote it. Now he my have gone
a little bit too far, but I recommend him to any of you to zake a good
speech.

WF - Incidentally, on Dear -

HF - Does he come across negatively at all?
WF - Not at all.

He comes across as a decent guy who isn't very colorful.

TR - A decent guy.
DS - Couil.d we get a copy of that speech, because here is a public statement
·about the coalition by Dear. I would like to get that before we see him.
WF - I think we surely could.

You also ought to get Jenner's public statement
about the committee. Tom, remind me to write to JohnDoar when we get
back to Washington, and I am sure he'll send me a copy.

TM - Fine.

We might also ask for an interview with him in New York.

WF - Good.
DS - Isn't it true, that quite apart from the merits of article I I I, or whether
it should have been with I or II, once this group had in fact written
and gotten accepted the first two articles, the pressure was off?
HF - Yes, the reason for that is that it goes back to the fact that this group
had individually made up its mind on the basic, two-pronged approach that
was embodied in I and II; that is what got us together in the first place.
w"F' - Yeah, and do you know something else now let's talk a little politics
we all didn't mind having something to vote against. It wasn't very
difficult to find a reason. It was easy to vote against IT and V, but,

man, here's another chance. Three was a farily good case either way, and
to vote against it, I think, raised our credibility back home. Does
anybody disagree with that?
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HF - We all thought that through.

That wasn't our job, was it?

RT - That's right.
HF - It ·_ was always a possibility.
TR - What we are shoving right here now is that we each reached our individual

decisions differently, and there is nothing wrong with that.

I made up

my mind, as I told Father Shea, after hearing John Dean give direct evidence

of presidential involvement in what I thought was a very heinous offense
as far as abuse of power. That influenced me, pl~ listening to Cates,
and then taking that summary of inf orma.tion which for the first time, as
far as I was personally concerned, put everything together so that I could
form a judgment that the President had indeed lied to the American people,
and that he had done certain other things that I thought were so serious
at that point that he should be impeached,at least held to account by the
Senate. That is what really motivated me.
JM - My decision arrived 9(1!, of the way during the time of the oral testimony
of Dean, Kalmbach, and others, and then the summary helped bolster what

was then a kind of an emotional feeling, but up until that time I had
just absolutely refused to let m:r ownself consider the possibility.

WF - I refused myself the luxury of forming an opinion until all of it was in.

And:fi.iway I thought about it, we travelled a long road in which there was
a stop,. here and a stop there, and after the oral testimony, that was it.
You know, that was all of our evidence, but the summary was coming later,
but in rey- own mind I looked back down the road and there were just too
m a ~ s laying around. I didn't necessarily think about one thing
or ~ i t , - ; theee was just so damn much there. There was so much
smoke, there had to be that big, roaring inferno that we knew was there.

HF - Did any of you think during this process differentially between our task

and the responsibility of the Senate? And of what would result in a
failure of the Senate to convict'? Did any of you think of the possibility
of beir~ a manager on the part of the House?
·

WC - Ham, let me go back to something. · I came across in m:, notes something
you probably won't recall. One time you and I were walking out of the
Rayburn Building, and we were told, I think by Mike Waldman, that the
Republicans had had a meeting, and I will get the date - we were not
present at the caucus - where it was suggested that those Republicans
should not support impeachment because it was not going to carry in the
Senate and there would be two yea!"s of unmitigated hell for all those
who voted for iJl!!)eachment to pay, and then you quipped back to Mike at
that point something to the effect, "Well, hell, you are looking at two
of the prosecutors in the Senate right now." And Waldman said, "Can I
quote you on that?" And you broke out in a big laugh.
HF - We were standing in the horssshoe drive outside, getting into the car,
and there was Sam Donaldson of ABC there also. I remember his expression
when he said, "Can I quote you?"
I.AUGh"TER.

-~
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re - Here is one the things that you disagreed on when we talked with you individually. Could there have been a case without the tapes? Now Mr.
Mann just got thru saying the thing that was most convincing to him was
the oral testimony and so on.

Would you direct yoursel•es to that?

WC - Without the transcripts, all you had was John Dean versus Richard Nixon.
TR - Yeah. I can speak to that. If we did not haTe the tapes, here is waht
I think would have happened: the question of giving imnuni.ty to Ehrlichman
and Haldeman and other witnesses would have been raised.
WF - Where did you get the evidence even for that?

TR - I think we had Dean.
WF -

~
from

Evidence ~ i m m u n i t y for Ehrlichman and Haldeman came
the tapes.

WC - They lied in theSenate.

Does it make any difference if they would now lie

to us?
TR - No, what I am saying is, I think it would have been a very difficult case
frankly, but I think in asking that question, you have to assume that we
would have conducted our inquiry much differently. You would have had the

question whether to call other witnesses.
WC - That is so removed from
have done.

reality, in terms of what that committee would

TR - Well, it is a diffi'c ult question.

WC - We did not do any investigation on our part.
TR - I know that , we already had it.
WC - But the point is, we were operatir.g under time pressure. You may recall,
we took the vote - we had to get this thing over by April or May: "Come
on, fellows , hurry up. You are dragging your heels on this." We were

under tremendous pressure to conclude this, quote, as expeditiously as
possible, and so if we had to conduct our own investigation ••••
TR - I agree with yuu.

"'= - If you hadn't had the tapes, y·ou would never have had

any inquiry.

v"M - That's right.

if:

- There would never have been any Saturday Night Massacre. With no tapes,
no one would have gotten off the ground. You would have had Drinan' s
reolution flying around, that would have been it.

~-=- -

I hadn't thought of the question that way.

I thought you meant, if we
hadn't t he tapes, did we have enough evidence otherwise? But I see we
might never have gotten to the initiation of the inquiries.

.I
G,f

,
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ff -

If you want to justify the charges of history and get worrying about your
individual opportunities, I think you are nattering yoursel! when you
think anybody would pay any attention to it. I am just glad that John Doar
took the time to set out the facts, and I am sorry that he did overshoot
in many instances, but I think his greatest value is in terms of history.
It was a compilation of a record here that it was not an impeach, ment
that was politically motivated, but justifed by the facts. And if the facts
are a little bit fictitious, that strengthens it in value rather than
hurts it.
.

WC - But those opinions expressed are more important when you get the ten who
voted against it, saying let's make it clear for history.
drive Richard Nixon out of office.

Ve did not

CB - Would you modify the use of the word "fictitious" and say "overdrawn"?
RT - Overdrawn, overstated.

ns -

In your absence, Mr. Mann, there just for a moment, I asked the question,
what were your reactions to the final report of the Committee, and Mooney
says that you had some at the time.

TM - He had a lot of input.

I think he may- have drafted it f

RT- I had an input on the portion on article III.
JM -

I'm looking for the conc1usion• of the report.

RT - The original report language did not seem to me to sufficiently establish
the theory that I tried to articulate, so it was necessary to correct it.
TR - I'll tell you truthfully that I do~•t think that the final ~pert had much
to do with this coaltion. By then it was all over.

CB -

view is the same.
business.

My

As far as I ~as concerned, I was sated vi.th the whole

.,(.di2_

WF - I was on the banquet circuit trying to explain what I done.

,1

LAUGHTER.
WF - I hadn't thought about my next election until about J ~ 7 , late in the
evening, and then I really did.

f/

DS - The second item here is - I have only two very poor copies -:m!ortunately
- the Jur.e 28th letter of David Dennis, concerning tae five minute allowance to all members to question witnesses. Did that play any_ part in your
thinking or procedure then?
RT - Not much.
C:B - I doubt if anybody paid any attention to it.
DS - Rails had said just then he thought it affected none of your tactics or

votes.

'

~

;i -

1
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Well sure, he's in jail.

;c - He said when he was in the A.G.' s office, he had to twist arms to get
members coming in to serve on that committee, because under the leadership
of Maruv Cellars it really wasn't all that interesting to serve on.

TR - I disagree.

I certainly wouldn't IDri.tch.

HF - That is because Manny Cellars kep the good stuff for his subcommittee,
you can bet on that. He packed a lot of power.
WC -

I wouldn't change either.

TM - There are periods and trends in this. When the committee was working on
the Civil Rights Act in 1964, it had the nation's focus, and it was developing a lot of controversy. It wasn't a prestigious committee, tho.
However, it is a colllllittee which has
a lot o! tough political issues,
the deatµ penalty, abortion, amnesty, gun control, and down the whole list.
~~
WF - Yo'½get the nuts and bolts, you don't get to authorize a.n;y money. It is
a whole lot of tough issues. They might not get you arq votes.
RT - It was not at all my first choice, and I was frustrated in not getting
my first choice of coamittee assigr..ments, and after I failed to get on
the appropriations committee, Wilbur Mills called me and said, "Well,
Judiciary is a nice quiet committee. You get on there and serve and get
some experience."

UUGHTER.

we - That's good!

Ray, here's how I got on the Judiciary Committee. This is
the Harvard influence. I went to that special course they had, an experimental one for freshman Congressmen in 1972. There were four of
us, Barbara Jordan, Ivonne Burke and [?] and rcyself. And one of the
people there told me that in selecting committees, what you really should
do if you want to get on a commmittee of your choice is to put all the
other ones first, and the one you really want last. Because they think
if you want that one first, it is for some ulterior · ffictive, and they will
check you out too close, and you won't make it. I put appropriations,
ways and means, armed services, and judiciary last, hoping the strategy
would work.

CB - Same as in World -War II JM -

Mr. Roberts.

Let me make one statement here for the group that I made privately. I was
not satisfied that the drafting ability of the impeachment staff was enough
to write an appropriate summary or conclusion to article II on the abuse
of power. I thought it should be done philosophically and so forth, and
when expressing that opinion to John Doar, we agreed to call Phil Kurla.l'ld,
the professor at the University of Chicago, one of the constitutional
lawyers of national repute. John Dear seemed to think he was a beteer
man for the job than Ilerger or Tom Bickel or Tom Atchinson[?] from Yale.
So I called Phil Kurland, but he was just leaving for his home in the
north woods up in Michigan, and he said he just couldn't do it. So then

